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Abstract
Within the last decades, a remarkable development in materials science took place – nowadays, materials are not only constructed for the use of inert structures but rather designed for
certain predefined functions. This innovation was accompanied with the appearance of smart
materials with reliable recognition, discrimination and capability of action as well as reaction. In recent years, piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials such as BaTiO3 , PZT, PLZT
ceramics have widely been used for the design of smart materials and intelligent systems
e.g., as transducers for sonar applications and actuator applications including vibration suppression, structural deformation, and noise control.
Even though ferroelectric materials serve smartly in real applications, they also possess several restrictions at high performance usage. The behavior of these materials is almost linear
under the action of low electric fields or low mechanical stresses, but exhibits strong nonlinear response under high electric fields or mechanical stresses. High electromechanical
loading conditions result in a change of the spontaneous polarization direction with respect
to individual domains, which is commonly referred to as domain switching. This phase transformation apparently also causes a change in mechanical strains. Domain switching in polyand single-crystals, or rather grains, is in general not homogeneous since the domain walls,
which separate different phases, move through the crystal. Moreover, domain switching is
identified as the main reason for the overall nonlinear behavior of piezoelectric materials.
In order to better understand the nonlinear behavior of piezoelectric materials, many experiments have been performed and reported in the literature. Experiments are usually carried
out in the bulk ceramic specimen so that the macroscopic electrical displacements and strains
are commonly monitored. The mathematical modeling of piezoelectric materials can be separated into two major approaches: One of these modeling concepts refers to macroscopic or
phenomenological formulations. Phenomenological models are commonly based on a chosen set of state variables and correlated functions connecting them as, e.g., particular representations of the free energy function. Further relations as for instance evolution equations
are derived from established thermodynamic concepts. The other approach refers to micromechanical modeling concepts so that certain substructures of the material are directly taken
into account, i.e. specific physically motivated relations are promptly incorporated in order
to predict the material behavior.
The aim of the present work is to develop a three-dimensional coupled finite element model,
v
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to study the rate-independent and rate-dependent behavior of piezoelectric materials including domain switching based on a micromechanical approach. The proposed model is first
elaborated within a two-dimensional finite element setting for piezoelectric materials. Subsequently, the developed two-dimensional model is extended to the three-dimensional case.
This work starts with developing a micromechanical model for ferroelectric materials. Ferroelectric materials exhibit ferroelectric domain switching, which refers to the reorientation
of domains and occurs under purely electrical loading. In this model, tetragonal unit cells are
considered, whereby the reorientation can occur under 90◦ and 180◦ . The microstructure of
piezoelectric ceramics shows that it contains many grains. These grains are occupied by many domains. For the simulation, a bulk piezoceramic material is considered and each grain is
represented by one finite element. In reality, the grains in the bulk ceramics material are randomly oriented. This property is taken into account by applying random orientation as well
as uniform distribution for individual elements. Poly-crystalline ferroelectric materials at unpoled virgin state can consequently be characterized by randomly oriented polarization vectors. Under sufficiently high electrical loading, however, the polarization directions within
single domains reorient with respect to the applied loading direction. Energy reduction of
individual domains is adopted as a criterion for the initiation of domain switching processes.
The macroscopic response of the bulk material is predicted by classical volume-averaging
techniques. In order to compute the hysteresis curve (electric field vs electric displacement),
uni-axial and quasi-static loading conditions are applied on the bulk material specimen.
In general, domain switching does not only depend on external loads but also on neighboring grains, which is commonly denoted as the grain boundary effect. These effects are
incorporated into the developed framework via a phenomenologically motivated probabilistic approach by relating the actual energy level to a critical energy level. Subsequently, the
order of the chosen polynomial function is optimized so that simulations nicely match measured data. The developed domain switching formulation is first applied to rate-independent
models which means that the time required for domain switching is not explicitly considered. Practically speaking, the domains require a certain time to switch. This refers to the
time required for domain switching which also has some effect on the macroscopic behavior
of piezoelectric materials. Secondly, a rate-dependent polarization framework is proposed,
which is applied to cyclic electrical loading at various frequencies. The reduction in free
energy of a grain is used as a criterion for the onset of the domain switching processes.
Nucleation in new grains and propagation of the domain walls during domain switching is
modeled by a linear kinetics theory. The simulated results show that for increasing loading
frequency the macroscopic coercive field is also increasing and the remanent polarization
increases at lower loading amplitudes. As a general rule, the electric displacement increases
at higher loading frequencies until the macroscopic coercive field is reached.
The second part of this work is focused on ferroelastic domain switching, which refers to
the reorientation of domains under purely mechanical loading. In this model, a tetragonal
unit cell is considered, whereby the reorientation can only occur under 90 ◦ . Poly-crystalline
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ferroelastic materials at un-poled virgin state can be characterized by randomly oriented polarization vectors. Under sufficiently high mechanical loading, however, the strain directions
within single domains reorient with respect to the applied loading direction. The reduction
in free energy of a grain is used as a criterion for the domain switching process. The macroscopic response of the bulk material is computed for the hysteresis curve (stress vs strain)
whereby uni-axial and quasi-static loading conditions are applied on the bulk material specimen. Grain boundary effects are addressed by incorporating the developed probabilistic
approach into this framework and the order of the polynomial function is optimized so that
simulations match measured data. Rate dependent domain switching effects are captured for
various frequencies and mechanical loading amplitudes by means of the developed volume
fraction concept which relates the particular time interval to the switching portion. The simulated results show that the coercive mechanical stress dependents on the frequency of the
loading. The mechanical strain is further decreasing for higher loading frequencies – even if
the amplitude of the compressive stress decreases.
The final part of this work deals with ferroelectric and ferroelastic domain switching and
refers to the reorientation of domains under coupled electromechanical loading. If this free
energy for combined electromechanical loading exceeds the critical energy barrier elements
are allowed to switch. The macroscopic response of the bulk material is computed for the
hysteresis curve (electric field vs electric displacement) and butterfly curve (electric field
vs strain) whereby uni-axial loading conditions are applied on the bulk material specimen.
Firstly, hysteresis and butterfly curves under purely electrical loading are discussed. Secondly, additional mechanical loads in axial and lateral directions are applied to the specimen.
The simulated results show that an increasing compressive stress results in enlarged domain
switching ranges and that the hysteresis and butterfly curves flatten at higher mechanical
loading levels. Under lateral compression the obtained hysteresis and butterfly curves are
less compressed in ‘vertical’ direction as under the action of axial compressive stresses but
rather squeezed in ‘horizontal’ direction. Rate dependent domain switching effects are captured for various frequencies and mechanical loading amplitudes by means of the developed
kinetics theory. The simulated results show that the electric displacement and total strains
are increasing at the onset of reverse loading until the applied electric field is lower than the
macroscopic coercive electric field.
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Zusammenfassung
In den letzten Jahren fand eine bemerkenswerte Entwicklung in den Materialwissenschaften
statt – heutzutage werden Materialien nicht nur passiv verwendet, sondern auch bestimmte
Funktionen konstruiert. Diese Innovation ging einher mit dem Auftreten intelligenter Materialien. In den letzten Jahren sind piezoelektrische und ferroelektrische Materialien wie
BaTiO3 , PZT, PLZT-Keramiken allgemein für das Design der intelligenten Materialien und
intelligenter Systeme z.B. als Signalumformer, für Sonaranwendungen und Auslöseranwendungen einschließlich des Erschütterungsausgleiches sowie der strukturellen Deformation
und der Lärmkontrolle verwendet worden.
Obwohl ferroelektrische intelligente, Materialien in realen Anwendungen eingesetzt werden,
besitzen sie auch einige Einschränkungen unter hohen Belastungen. Das Verhalten dieser
Materialien ist für niedrige elektrischen Felder oder niedrige mechanische Druckspannungen
fast linear. Es stellt sich jedoch eine stark nichtlineare Antwort ein, sobald hohe elektrische
Felder oder mechanische Spannungen wirken. Hohe elektromechanische Belastungszustände ergeben zudem eine Änderung der spontanen Polarisationsrichtung in Bezug auf einzelne
Gebiete, sogenannte Domänen, was allgemein als Gebietsumschaltung (switching) bezeichnet wird. Diese Phasenumwandlung verursacht eine Änderung in den lokalen mechanischen
Belastungen. Gebietsumschaltung in Poly- und Ein-Kristallen bzw. Körner führt also zu Inhomogenitäten, da die Gebietswände der einzelnen Domänen sich durch den Kristall bewegen. Des Weiteren werden derartige Gebietsumschaltungen als Hauptgrund für das gesamte
nichtlineare Verhalten von piezoelektrischen Materialien identifiziert.
Um das nichtlineare Verhalten piezoelektrischer Materialien besser verstehen zu können,
sind viele Experimente durchgeführt und veröffentlicht worden. Experimente werden normalerweise am keramischen Probenstück durchgeführt, um makroskopische elektrische Verschiebungen und die repräsentative Belastungsgrößen allgemein ermitteln zu können. Das
Modellieren piezoelektrischer Materialien kann in zwei Haupttypen unterteilt werden: Eins
dieser Modellierungskonzepte wird als makroskopische oder phänomenologische Formulierung klassifiziert. Phänomenologische Modelle basieren allgemein auf einem gewählten Satz
von Zustandsvariablen und zugehörigen Funktionen, in denen sie als Argumente auftreten,
wie z.B. bestimmte Darstellungen der freien Energie. Weitere Relationen wie z.B. zugehörige Entwicklungsgleichungen werden von etablierten thermodynamischen Konzepten abgeleitet. Die andere Klasse von Modellierungsansätzen bezieht sich auf mikromechanische
ix
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Konzepte, damit bestimmte Eigenschaften des Materials direkt in Betracht gezogen werden;
d.h. physikalische Eigenschaften sind den erstellten Grundgleichungen a priori inhärent.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit besteht darin, ein dreidimensionales, gekoppeltes finite Element Modell zu entwickeln, um ratenunabhängiges sowie ratenabhängiges Verhalten piezoelektrischer Materialien einschließlich Gebietsumschaltung zu studieren. Das zugrunde gelegte
physikalische Modell ist dabei mikromechanisch motiviert. Die vorgeschlagene Formulierung wird zuerst anhand eines zweidimensionalen Finite Element Ansatzes für piezoelektrische Materialien betrachtet, um anschließend eine Erweiterung auf den dreidimensionalen
Fall durchzuführen.
Die Arbeit beginnt mit der Entwicklung eines mikromechanischen Modells für ferroelektrische Materialien. Dieses Modell beinhaltet Gebietsumschaltungen, die sich unter rein
elektrischer Belastung einstellen. In den zugrunde liegenden tetragonalen Einheitszellen treten Neuausrichtungen der spontanen Polarisationsrichtung unter 90 ◦ und 180◦ auf. Die Mikrostruktur der piezoelektrischen Keramik zeigt, dass sie viele Körner enthält. Diese Körner
sind in viele einzelne Gebiete bzw. Domänen unterteilt. Für die Simulation wird ein piezokeramischer Probekörper diskretisiert, wobei jedes Korn durch ein finites Element dargestellt
wird. In der Wirklichkeit sind die Orientierungen der einzelne Körner des Ausgangsmaterials zufallsorientiert. Diese Eigenschaft wird in Betracht gezogen, indem man individuelle
Ausrichtungen der Einheitszellen eines Elementes erfasst. Polykristalline Ferroelektrika im
reinen, ungepolten Zustand können somit durch die zufällig orientierten Polarisationvektoren charakterisiert werden. Sobald das angelegte elektrische Feld jedoch hinreichend stark
ist, orientieren sich die Polarisationsrichtungen in Bezug auf die Belastungsrichtung um.
Für die Initiierung derartiger Transformationsprozesse wird die aus der Phasenumwandlung
resultierende Energiereduktion als Kriterium herangezogen. Die makroskopische Antwort
des Probekörpers wird durch klassische Mittelungsprozesse ermittelt. Um Hysteresekurven
(elektrische Verschiebung als Funktion von elektrischem Feld) zu berechnen, werden einachsige und quasi-statische Belastungen aufgebracht.
Im allgemeinen hängen Gebietsumschaltungen nicht nur von den externen Lasten, sondern
auch von den Zuständen benachbarter Körner ab – eine Eigenschaft, die allgemein als Korngrenzeneffekt bezeichnet wird. Dieser Effekt wird in dem entwickelten Modell über eine
phänomenologisch motivierte Funktion berücksichtigt, welche die Wahrscheinlichkeit der
Phasentransformation basierend auf der Relation zwischen dem tatsächlichen und einem
kritischen Energieniveau berücksichtigt. Im Anschluß wird der Grad des hierfür gewählten
Polynoms optimiert, damit Simulationen und Versuchsdaten gut übereinstimmen. Die entwickelte Formulierung für die Phasentransformation wird zuerst für den ratenunabhängigen
Fall angewendet. Dies bedeutet, dass die Zeit, die für die Gebietsumschaltung erforderlich
ist, nicht explizit betrücksichtigt ist. In der Realität benötigen derartige Prozesse jedoch eine
bestimmte Zeit, was auch einen Einfluss auf das makroskopische Verhalten piezoelektrischer
Materialien hat. Um dies zu berücksichtigen, wird ein ratenabhängiges Modell für die Änderung der spontanen Polarisationsrichtung entwickelt und anhand zyklischer, elektrischer
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Belastung mit verschiedenen Frequenzen betrachtet. Die Reduktion der freien Energie eines
Korns wird als Kriterium für die Initiierung des Gebietsumschaltungsprozesses verwendet.
Das Umklappen in Körnern sowie die Wanderung von Gebietsgrenzen während der Gebietsumschaltung wird durch eine lineare Kinetiktheorie modelliert. Die simulierten Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass sich für zunehmende Belastungsfrequenzen das makroskopische Koerzitiv-Feld
erhöht und dass ebenso die remanente Polarisation bei abnehmenden Belastungsamplituden
zunimmt. Als allgemeine Regel kann festgehalten werden, dass die elektrische Verschiebung
mit ansteigenden Belastungsfrequenzen wachsen bis das makroskopische Koerzitiv-Feld erreicht ist.
Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit befaßt sich mit ferroelastischen Gebietsumschaltungen, die
sich auf die Neuausrichtung von Gebieten unter lediglich mechanischen Lasten bezieht. In
diesem Modell wird eine tetragonale Einheitszelle betrachtet, so dass die Neuausrichtungen
der spontanen Verzerrungen nur unter 90◦ auftreten. Polykristalline, ferroelastische Materialien im reinen, ungepolten Zustand können durch zufallsorientierte Polarisationvektoren
charakterisiert werden. Unter hinreichend hohen mechanischen Lasten orientieren sich diese
Richtungen innerhalb einzelner Gebiete bezüglich der Belastungsrichtung neu aus. Die Reduktion der freien Energie eines Korns wird als Kriterium für den Gebietsumschaltungsprozess verwendet. Die makroskopische Antwort des Materials wird anhand von Hysteresekurven (totale Verzerrungen als Funktion von Druck) basierend auf makroskopisch einachsigen
und quasi-statischen Belastungszuständen diskutiert. Korngrenzeneffekte werden berücksichtigt, indem eine zusätzliche polynomiale Wahrscheinlichkeitsfunktion eingeführt wird,
deren Grad zudem derart optimiert ist, dass die berechneten Simulationen gut mit experimentellen Daten übereinstimmen. Ratenabhängige Gebietsumschaltung wird im Anschlß für
verschiedene Belastungsfrequenzen betrachtet, wobei die der Phasentransformation unterliegenden Volumenanteile aus dem Quotienten des tatsächlich berücksichtigten Zeitintervalls
und einer kritischen Umwandlungszeit ermittelt werden. Die simulierten Resultate weisen
deutliche Abhängigkeiten zwischen den Koerzitiv-Spannungen und der Belastungsfrequenz
auf. Des Weiteren nehmen die mechanischen Verzerrungen mit zunehmender Belastungsfrequenz ab – selbst wenn die Amplitude der angelegten Spannungen steigt.
Der abschließende Teil dieser Arbeit behandelt ferroelektrische und ferroelastische Gebietsumschaltung und bezieht sich die auf Neuausrichtung von Gebieten unter gekoppelten,
elektromechanischen Lasten. Sobald die Reduktion der freien Energie eines Korns für eine
kombinierte, elektromechanische Belastung einen kritischen Grenzwert übersteigt, werden
Phasentransformationen zugelassen. Die makroskopische Antwort des Materials wird anhand von Hysterekurven (elektrische Verschiebung als Funktion von elektrischem Feld) und
Schmetterlingskurven (Verzerrung als Funktion von elektrischem Feld) diskutiert, wobei makroskopisch einachsige Belastungszustände zu Grunde liegen. Zuerst werden Hysterese- und
Schmetterlingskurven unter lediglich elektrischer Belastung besprochen. Danach werden zusätzliche mechanische Lasten in axialer und seitlicher Richtung am Probekörper berücksichtigt. Die simulierten Resultate zeigen, dass eine zunehmende Druckspannung vergrösserte
Gebietsumschaltungszonen ergibt und dass die Hysterese- und Schmetterlingskurven unter
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höheren mechanischen Lastniveaus flacher erscheinen. Unter seitlicher Kompression werden die erreichten Hysterese- und Schmetterlingskurven weniger zusammengedrückt; in der
‘vertikalen Richtung’ stellen sich ähnliche Phänomene wie unter axialer Kompression ein, in
‘horizontaler Richtung’ hingegen wirken die Kurven jedoch eher zusammengedrückt. Ratenabhängige Gebietsumschaltungseffekte werden für verschiedene Belastungfrequenzen und
mechanische Lastamplituden mittels der entwickelten Kinetiktheorie diskutiert. Die simulierten Resultate zeigen, dass die elektrische Verschiebung und die Gesamtverzerrungen nach
Umkehrung der Belastungsrichtung ansteigen bis das angelegte elektrische Feld niedriger ist
als das makroskopische elektrische Koerzitiv-Feld.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Since the piezoelectric effect was discovered in the 18th century, piezoelectric materials are
becoming more important in smart materials due to the high efficiency of electromechanical
energy conversion. According to this coupling effect, these materials can be used as sensors as well as actuators in smart structures and systems. Piezoelectric materials are used
in various applications like vibration damping and noise control, precision positioning and
cutting, injection mechanisms, in common rail systems with piezo control, in automobiles,
ink-jet printers, battery chargers, etc. However, these applications are restricted due to the
nonlinear behavior of piezoelectric materials at high electromechanical loading. The lattice
structure of piezoelectric materials depends upon temperature and exhibits a phase change
due to a change in temperature. The material possesses a spontaneous polarization, which
can change its direction if subjected to a high electromechanical loading. The change in
direction of the spontaneous polarization leads to the nonlinear behavior of this material according to the change in microstructure. In order to study this behavior many experimental
investigations have been performed and many theoretical models have been elaborated in
the literature. A detailed description of the past research work is discussed in the literature
survey in section 1.3. Having a closer look on the microstructure, it contains many grains,
which consist of many domains. A change in the spontaneous polarization direction of a
particular grain also influence the neighboring grains. This is generally denoted as the intergranular effect. This effect also influences the non linear behavior. The domain switching,
which is nothing but a change in direction of the spontaneous polarization needs a certain
time period for a complete switching. By considering the higher frequency loading cycles,
the time between two successive loading steps is not enough for a complete domain switching. This renders changes in the electrical displacement and mechanical strains with different
frequencies. In some applications of piezoelectric materials, this rate dependent characteristics are important and have to be studied. This work is motivated by the described nonlinear
5
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behavior, the influence of intergranular effect as well as rate-dependent effects in domain
switching. Since the influence of intergranular effects are noticed in the microstructure, this
work is started with a micromechanical approach by taking intergranular effects into account
using the finite element method. Subsequent chapters will explain the model as well as the
validation of this model with experimental investigations.

1.2 Goal and outline of the work
Linear constitutive equations are used to describe the electromechanical coupling effects of
piezoelectric materials subjected to a small electric field or mechanical stresses. However,
nowadays smart materials are used for complicated structures subjected to various loading
conditions and amplitudes. This renders that the assumption of a small loading range is
no longer justified. At high loading cases, the domain switching plays a vital role for the
observed nonlinearity. This should be taken into account for designing the piezo devices
themselves as well as in view of the reliability of the devices. Still piezoelectric material
usage is restricted in engineering applications. The complicated behavior by the interaction
of electrical and mechanical phenomena, the phase transformation, fatigue crack growth
and fracture are common causes of failure. This indicates that a predictive model would
be a useful tool in design. Presently, many models are developed to explain this nonlinear
behavior. Concerning the intergranular effects and rate-dependent domain switching, models
reported in the literature are still limited. This research is focused on studies of nonlinear
behavior and rate- dependent domain switching.
The main goal is to develop a micromechanical model, which can describe the nonlinearities
occurring during the high electromechanical loading. This model extends to capture the
intergranular effect. The final goal is to study the rate-dependent domain switching effects
with various loading frequencies and amplitudes.
The structure of the thesis is as follows. The literature survey summarizes an overview of a
variety of modeling approaches for nonlinear effects in piezoelectrics. In particular, the micromechanical and phenomenological modeling approach to study hysteresis and butterfly
curves. Then, this survey extends to the experimental investigation of the nonlinear effects
of piezoelectric materials. The usage of FEM approaches to model the piezoelectric behavior are emphasized. Finally, an overview on previous works for rate-dependent domain
switching modeling is given.
Chapter 2 summarizes the basic concepts about the fundamental effects of piezoelectrics.
The micro structure of piezoelectric materials is explained in detail. An overview about
poling of ferroelectric ceramics will be given. The nonlinear behavior of this material under
high loading is also addressed.
The basic nonlinear behavior of piezoelectrics under the action of an applied cyclic electric field will be described in chapter 3. This chapter starts with basics ferroelectric do-
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main switching. Subsequently, the concept of the micromechanical modeling, the constitutive model, domain switching criteria and the assumptions for the simulation will be addressed. Furthermore, intergranular effects will be explained in detail. Another goal of this
work, namely rate- dependent switching effects, will be added in this chapter. The finite
element formulation for this model will be given. Finally, the simulated results based on
rate-dependent and rate-independent models will be discussed in detail and validated with
experimental investigations.
Chapter 4 describes the basic nonlinear behavior of piezoelectrics under a pure cyclic mechanical loading. This chapter starts with basics on ferroelastic domain switching. Subsequently, the concept of the micromechanical modeling, the constitutive model, domain
switching criteria and the assumptions for the simulations will be addressed. Rate- dependent ferroelastic switching effects will be addressed in this chapter. Furthermore, the grain
boundary effects will also be discussed here. The finite element formulation for a ferroelastic
domain switching model will be given. This chapter ends up with a brief discussion about
the simulated results based on rate-independent and rate-dependent models.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the nonlinear behavior of piezoelectrics subjected to coupled electromechanical loading phenomena. The coupled constitutive model, domain switching criteria and the assumptions for the simulations will be addressed. The intergranular effects
will be modeled by using a probability function. Rate- dependent domain switching effects,
will be explained in detail for the coupled loading case. The finite element formulation of
the coupled electromechanical problem will be introduced in detail. The simulated results
from the rate-dependent and rate-independent models will be discussed and compared with
experimental results found in literature
A brief summary of the constitutive models and the numerical formulation is highlighted in
chapter 6. Further research suggestions close this chapter.

1.3 Literature survey
Recently, a huge revolution could be observed in material science from the use of inert structure materials to materials built for a certain defined function. This occurred together with
the development of smart materials with reliable recognition, discrimination and capability
of action as well as reaction [3]. Among the smart materials, piezoelectric and ferroelectric
materials such as BaTiO3 , PZT, PLZT ceramics have widely been used for the design of
smart materials and intelligent systems, see e.g. Jaffe et al. [62]. This material has been
widely used as transducers for sonar applications and actuator applications including vibration suppression, structural deformation, and noise control [110].Under the action of low
electric fields or low mechanical stresses, the behavior of these materials is almost linear but
exhibits strong nonlinear response under high electric fields or mechanical stresses. The nonlinear behavior of ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials is well-known for many years. In
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this section, an overview of the modeling aspects and experimental investigation of different
nonlinearities in ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials is given. Since ferroelectrics exhibit a hysteresis effect, many substantial publications of the hysteresis modeling are found
in the literature.

1.3.1 Rate-independent modeling
Research on the theoretical modeling of the nonlinear response of piezoceramics can be
distinguished into two major approaches:
The first approach is focused on phenomenological models starting with a chosen set of state
variables and an expression which connects them, such as a free energy function. Further
relations are derived from established thermodynamic expressions. While setting up this
theory, there is a choice of considering the material properties as well as allowing the material
properties to vary or to remain constant. For instance, in the modeling of the dielectric
behavior, the stress vanishes throughout the material and entirely leaves the strain out of the
theory. Computational effort for calculations are smaller compared to the approach which
is discussed next. In this sense phenomenological models are more advantageous than the
subsequent micromechanical models.
The second approach is focused on micromechanical models which are based on a certain
structure of the material. Physical laws are used to predict the material behavior. While
setting up the theory, there are different choices due to particular aspects of the material
behavior and substructure to incorporate into the model and, similarly, at which length scales
the model operates. Since the origin of this model includes more physical insight of the
material, this model is more appropriate than the previous model from the modeling point of
view. However, the computational cost is enormous.
1.3.1.1 Phenomenological Modeling
The free energy is used as an expression, to derive the phenomenological model. Expressions
or functions of variables such as E, D, σ, and T are defined-often as power series to predict
aspects of material behavior. The nonlinear behavior using the phenomenological model was
initially carried out by Devonshire for the single crystal BaTiO 3 [34, 35, 36]. This model
developed based on a free energy function which includes the dielectric constants, crystal
strains, internal energy, and self polarization as functions of temperature. Devonshire was
able to capture the dielectric constant, and remanent strain for different ranges of temperature
as well as different phase transformations.
Krüger [76] proposed a mathematical model for the polarization reorientation in rhombohedral PLZT ceramics, to calculate the electric displacement as well as mechanical strain
behavior. It is observed that internal elastic forces primarily determine the properties of the
ceramics. These forces are responsible for domain wall motions. Chen and Peercy [27] pro-
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posed a dynamic macroscopic model for the hysteresis and butterfly loops, where the number
of aligned dipoles was included in the constitutive relations. The same authors [26] suggest
a simple constitutive relation for the stress and the electric displacement added to a rate law
to get hysteresis and butterfly curves. The rate law represents the linear differential equation describing the domain switching under the action of an applied electric field. The key
assumption is a delay in domain switching response due to the applied electric field which
gives the nonlinear behavior.
Three-dimensional electromechanical coupled effects are formulated in detail on a phenomenological bases and based on a thermodynamical framework by Bassiouny et al. [16].
This theory assumes a set of internal variables which produces electric and elastic-hysteresis
effects. The model tries to explain the electric effects by using viscoelasticity concepts in
mechanics. This theory captures poling processes. Time dependent and rate independent
effects are investigated in [17]. Subsequently, some parameters are identified in [18] and
suggested to reproduce the simulated hysteresis loop for better agreement with experimental
data. This developed theory is implemented to show some possible scenarii of hysteresis
and loading paths for a ferroelectric circular cylinder subjected to torsion and a longitudinal
electric field, see [19].
Zhang and Rogers approach [115] describes the nonlinearity due to strain-electric field
behavior and the electromechanical behavior by a phenomenological method with microscopic material properties. Keeping this approach in mind, these authors formulated a onedimensional thermo-electro-mechanical macroscopic model by a hyperbolic tangent function
based on the basic laws of thermodynamics to reflect the electromechanical behavior. The
polarization reversal is proposed by using a continuum mechanical approach. This theory
additionally focuses on the assumption of a set of internal variables such as geometrical
shape, temperature, frequency of the electric field and grain size. Lynch [90] derived a thermodynamical theory with a choice of a set of variables by assuming small strains. This work
indicates that with respect to a reference state not only the stress, strain, electric field and
displacement differs but that also the constitutive coefficients are influenced by a geometric
term. Huo and Jiang [54] developed a continuum model for domain switching of polycrystalline ferroelectric ceramics in which each crystallite is modeled as a mixture of various
domains characterized by their mass fractions. Domain switching corresponds to changes
of the mass fractions of the corresponding domains. The local electric field possesses a
strong inhomogenity due to the orientation misalignment, which results in a local electric
field which does not vanish even in the absence of an applied macroscopic electric field.
Recently, the nonlinear response of piezoelectric materials was thoroughly analyzed using a
phenomenological approach by Kamlah. The model [72, 69] is derived by introducing the
irreversible polarization and the irreversible strain as internal variables added to stress, strain,
electric field and polarization. This developed model is simulated using a FE formulation for
uni-axial loading. This model also accounts for the history dependent material behavior with
assigning certain internal variables to represent the history knowledge. This work clearly
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explains the phenomena of basic dielectric hysteresis, butterfly hysteresis, ferroelectric hysteresis, mechanical depolarization and polarization induced piezoelectricity using a bilinear
approximation. Subsequently, another model is developed to take not only history dependent
nonlinearities into account but also thermo-electromechanical coupling properties and rate
dependent effects [70, 67]. A constitutive model for non-linear switching of ferroelectric
materials was developed by Huber et al. [53]. The model used a self consistent scheme by
means of a single crystal constitutive law. An analogy is drawn between the slip systems of
dislocation plasticity and transformations induced by domain wall movement.
Another phenomenological model was developed by Cocks and McMeeking [30] wherein
the state of the material is described by taking remanent polarization and remanent strain as
internal state variables in the Helmholtz free energy relation. As an extension of previous
works, McMeeking and Landis [92] proposed a phenomenological constitutive model on
the basis of one-to-one relationships between remanent polarization and remanent strain for
ferroelectric switching subjected to multi-axial electromechanical loading. This model is developed based on kinematic hardening plasticity theory. The nonlinear response is captured
by a switching surface in the space of mechanical stress and electric field. The constitutive
law is simplified by considering the remanent polarization only as an internal variable to
control the kinematic effects. Due to this assumption, this model cannot monitor compressive strains parallel to the polarization direction. Moreover, this model does not reproduce
remanent strains during zero polarization. However, this model is satisfactory enough for
mechanical stresses which are relatively small compared to electrical loadings. A multiaxial constitutive model for ferroelectric ceramics was proposed by Landis [82, 79] based
on the Helmholtz free energy. Assuming internal variables such as remanent polarization
and remanent strain, constitutive laws are derived from internal variables. The additional
material parameters are determined by two uncoupled cases, namely non-remanent straining
of ferroelectrics and purely ferroelastic switching. Based on this, the parameters are adopted
for the implementation of the fully coupled ferroelectric case. Landis and McMeeking [81]
discuss another model whereby a switching law is based on the dissipation due to domain
wall motion in crystallites. A self-consistent scheme is implemented for predicting the polycrystalline response.
Similarly, another one dimensional phenomenological model based on potential energy equations for different types of domain switching for perovskite type tetragonal piezoelectric material was presented by Sahota [98]. The hysteresis and butterfly loops are simulated under
electromechanical loading and with variable temperature. Results indicate that with decreasing temperature the hysteresis loops become wider. Schröder and Gross [100] formulated a
macroscopic model for electromechanically coupled, transversely isotropic solids based on
the theory of invariants. This framework is formulated as a linear piezoelectric solid attached
with nonlinear electrostriction. By considering a small strain setting, a FE formulation as
based on a variational approach of the fully coupled nonlinear problem is addressed.
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1.3.1.2 Micromechanical modeling
Micromechanical formulations constitute another approach to model at the grain-size scale.
These types of models potentially include features as domain and grain effects. The general demerit of this model is the computational time, which is much larger compared to the
phenomenological approach. Jona and Shirane [66] developed a theory, which covers the
atomic scale, postulating that the polarizability of a particular ion has a dominant effect. In
these models each individual element, which is randomly oriented, corresponds to a crystal.
Loading is uniformly applied to the bulk ceramics. The constitutive equations and switching
under the effect of the applied electric field as well as stress are applied to each element. The
contribution of each individual element is averaged to study the macroscopic response of a
polycrystalline material.
Hwang, Lynch and McMeeking [57] developed a model which was also mentioned in the
previous section. Reuss approximation, which means the stress and electric field is uniform
throughout the material, is used. The switching criteria is developed as the sum of the mechanical work per unit volume and the electrical work per unit volume done by the stress
and electric field. It is activated as soon as it exceeds a critical energy barrier. Another assumption in this model is that each grain is independent of the surrounding grains. Each
randomly oriented grain is subjected to the incremental load steps and all grains have been
checked for the switching criteria. Linear material response is superimposed to switching
response to get the overall nonlinear response. The simulations are compared with experiments, which were performed with PLZT 8/65/35. The model does not closely resemble the
measured data. This is because of the fact that the relation between strain and electric field
were not properly defined. As an extension of the previous work, simulation are performed
to predict electric displacements and strains subject to an electromechanical loading in a
polycrystalline tetragonal ferroelectric ceramic. In this work [59], a weighting parameter is
introduced to separate the mechanical energy and the electrical energy in the switching criteria. Similarly, another assumption is made, namely that the critical energy required for 90 ◦
switching is much smaller than for 180 ◦ switching. These assumptions are used to provide
the best fit between the simulated results with measured data. The simulations are carried out
for different electromechanical loadings, which are applied either parallel or perpendicular
to the poling direction.
Chen and co-workers [29] established macroscopic constitutive relations for a single crystal
in terms of a micromechanical approach. The formulation of domain switching, the internal
variable evolution and the nonlinear constitutive relations for a monocrystalline material are
done by using internal variable theory, and volume fractions. This model requires softening coefficients to capture the ceramics behavior. The model is developed for predicting the
properties of polycrystalline ferroelectrics based on monocrystalline ferroelectrics. Due to
this difference and neglecting the ion polarization effects, the simulation of the theory does
not match exactly with measured data. Another micromechanical model to derive the constitutive equations analytically and which describes the macroscopic nonlinear behavior, which
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are caused by switching process was established by Michelitsch and Kreher [95]. The model
assumes that the material consists of single domain grains having transversely isotropic microproperties. Macroscopic quantities are derived by using averaging techniques. This work
suggests that microscopic ferroelectric polarization switching and piezoelectric coupling on
the scale of grains is required to simulate the butterfly loop. The dielectric hysteresis polarization vs electric field, the butterfly hysteresis of strain vs electric field and mechanical
depolarization curves under mechanical stress are simulated for the fully poled case in [95].
Huber [50] presented a self-consistent micromechanical model by accounting the incremental movement of domain walls. Crystal plasticity theory and domain volume fractions are
applied for analyzing the slip system as well as macroscopic studies. Simulated results are
compared with measurement data for various amplitudes of loading.
A computational micromechanics model based on the constitutive behavior of single crystals is developed by Chen and Lynch [28]. The model incorporates phenomena such as
differences between tetragonal and rhombohedral structures, different energy levels associated with switching criteria of these structures, interaction effects between different grains
and effects of phase change. The simulated results show that crystal structures do not have
significant effects on nonlinearities, that domain wall movement is easier in 90 ◦ switching
than 180◦ switching and that the interaction energy has an influence on the hysteresis loops,
especially under mechanical loading. Another micromechanical simulation of tetragonal ferroelectric ceramics was performed by Lu et al. [88] using orientation distribution functions
for describing the domain patterns of ferroelectrics in micromechanical models. This was
the basic difference of the model compared to others. Moreover, the Gibbs energy function
is used as the driving force for domain switching within the thermodynamic approach. Reuss
approximation is used for modeling the polycrystalline response. Various simulations were
performed by using combined electro-mechanical loadings. A change of the obtained curves
was observed while using different stress and electric field values.
A microstructural model was presented by Fulton and Gao [43] based on domain level events
occurring at the transition point. The spontaneous polarization and strain at the Curie transition point are represented by a discrete electric dipole and force couple and superimposed on
an isotropic medium. Domain switching near a crack tip is predicted by this model. Based
on rule of mixtures formulation, an analytical model is developed to estimate the optimum
prestress value for the unipolar electric loading condition, see Chaplya and Carman [25]. It
is assumed that there occur only non 180 ◦ domain switchings during loading and unloading of piezoelectric ceramics. With this assumption, there need to be two consecutive non
180◦ domain switchings in order to switch the dipoles in opposite direction. The butterfly
and hysteresis curves, which are in this model are rather non symmetric which is the basic
drawback of the model.
Li and Weng [85] developed a micromechanical model based on the modified equivalent
inclusion method and fundamental thermodynamic considerations. The model is used to
predict the evolution of internal stresses, effects of microstructure and external hydrostatic
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pressure on the transition temperature for ferroelectric ceramics upon cooling. This model
demonstrated that the internal stress of the parent domain continues to grow during the transition. The void concentration of the domains affects the transition process. The transition
temperature is increased significantly by the external pressure. The same authors [86] used
this model based on Eshelby’s method of an elastic inclusion problem to heterogeneous
electromechanically coupled problems. Reduction in Gibbs free energy is used to derive the
switching driving force by thermodynamic considerations. Hysteresis loops are simulated
for axial and lateral compressive stresses. Recently, Landis and coworkers [83] presented a
micro-electromechanical model for polycrystalline ceramics to determine the possible states
of remanent strain and polarization. This model was used to determine the possible uniaxial
combinations of remanent strain and polarization. The results are applied in the phenomenological constitutive framework to predict the macroscopic behavior.

1.3.2 Rate-dependent modeling
Nucleation and growth mechanisms in phase transformation of materials and kinetics relations were first proposed by Avrami [13, 14, 15]. The theory of kinetics of phase change is
well-developed. The determination of phase change kinetics is shown to depend upon the
solution of functional equations. Using this theory, temperature-time and transformationtime properties are explained [13]. Subsequently, this theory extends to explaining that the
grain centers of the new phase are randomly distributed [14]. Furthermore, the transformed
volume, grain, and microstructure densities are expressed as a function of time, temperature
and other variables [15]. Landauer et al. [78] proposed a model for the rate of switching related to exponential functions in terms of the applied electric field. Although the relation of
the switching process was not clearly determined as nucleation and domain expansion, this
model illustrates the change of the coercive field during the application of electric loading at
different loading rates.
Janta [64] developed a model to estimate the influence of the domain shape on the amplitude
and frequency dependence of the loop shape - in particular on the coercive field. This model
is simplified by assuming the sideways expansion of 180 ◦ domains, which are identical in
shape and form. In that work, the shape of the domains are considered as circular cylinders
or parallel strips. The result indicates that the coercive field is only slightly influenced by the
shape of the domain structure.
Omura and coworkers [97] established simple one-dimensional models of polarization reversal in ferroelectrics for the explanation of delay during polarization switching by a so
called viscosity constant. In their model, an increase of the viscosity constant leads to an increase of the coercive field in the hysteresis curve simulation especially in the case of a high
frequency cyclic loading of piezoelectric materials. Simulation results show that hysteresis
loops depend on the viscosity, which causes the delay in motion of the individual dipole
moment, the interaction between neighboring atoms and the applied field. Abeyaratne et al.
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[1] developed a model based on the free energy function, a kinetic relation and a nucleation
criterion. The switching response of each individual phase is described by means of a constitutive theory. Subsequently, the nucleation criterion starts the phase transition, which is
characterized by a kinetic relation based on thermal activation theory. Jiang [65] mentioned
that the coercive field becomes larger with increasing frequencies (from 1 to 100 Hz) of the
applied alternating electric field.
Arlt [6, 5, 7] proposed a model in which the propagation of the new phase is dominated by
the phase boundary between the old and the new nucleated phases. It is proposed that during
180◦ switching of grains a new transient highly mobile 90 ◦ domain wall is generated inside
the grains for an electrical loading which is higher than the coercive level. This model explains the nonlinear phenomena and 180◦ switching can be attained by two successive 90 ◦
switchings. Particular kinetic relations are proposed in order to determine the growth of
the new phase. For quasi-static loading, which is assumed in these contributions, domain
switching must be completed within each individual load increment. In other words, if the
incremental load step takes place in a rather short time interval, domain switching might not
be finished. Considering for instance cyclic loading experiments, different electric displacement versus electric field curves can be observed for different loading frequencies. Shur
and coworkers [103] developed a theory based on the theory of Avrami [13, 14, 15] for a
better validation of polarization switching versus time with experimental results. The theory
is derived by taking geometrical boundary criteria, anisotropic size and growth mechanism
into account. This model is successfully used for the description of domain kinetics during
the fast switching in ferroelectrics. Cao et al. [23] presented a two-dimensional GinzburgLandau model for the ferroelectric phase transition to emphasize the effects of boundary
conditions using finite element techniques and numerical time step schemes. It is verified in
the model that surfaces are the favorable nucleation places for polarization switching. This
model also demonstrates the temporal evolution of domain formation and switching in a 90 ◦
twin system. Smith and Hom [105] proposed a model of hysteresis for ferroelectric materials through domain wall bending and translation. Initially, this model develops dielectric
constitutive relations using mean field relations. Subsequently, domain wall dynamics and
energy losses due to inherent inclusions are incorporated. The same author [106] developed
this theory based on the previous model by quantification of the reversible and irreversible
motion of domain wall pinned inclusion in the material.
Viehland [112] presented a random field model based on the creation of polar clusters. A
reversed polarization within ferroelectric domains is introduced based on kinetics of domain
switching and domain dynamics. Experimental investigations on frequency dependent characterizations of ferroelectric materials are also carried out. The results of experiments and
simulations are in good agreement. However, this model could not observe the increasing of
macroscopic polarization up to the coercive field at higher frequencies for different ferroelectric materials. As an extension of this work, the same author [113] modeled the kinetics of
the transients with respect to an equation of state for heterogeneous nucleation in the vicinity
of quenched random fields. Here, nucleation processes, which are not restricted to be on
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domain walls, are related to the impurity density of inhomogeneous polycrystalline materials. The model predicts that polarization reversal by heterogeneous nucleation occurs at
high concentrations of quenched disorder. However, this model could not predict the nucleation and growth at low concentrations of quenched disorder. Smith et al. [107] developed
a phenomenological model for rate-dependent hysteresis at low excitation frequency ranges.
The model incorporates rate dependency to the basic quasi static hysteresis model for which
effects of inclusions to the domain wall movement are considered. Moreover, the authors are
able to show a reduction of remnant polarization for increasing frequencies – the prediction
of the change in the coercive field, however, not being completely accurate.
Extensive analysis of rate dependent domain switching mechanisms for both nucleation and
growth of the switched microstructure in ferroelectric materials based on thermodynamic
considerations and kinetics is presented by Kukushkin and Osipov [77]. Switching effects
are investigated by the field theory and domains were analyzed by the classical nucleation
theory. The basic characteristics such as the domain size distribution function, time dependence domain density changes, the flow of domains during switching process and the domain
growing mechanisms are investigated.
Kim and Jiang [75] developed a three-dimensional finite element model for the rate dependent behavior of ferroelectric ceramics associated with domain switching. The Helmholtz
free energy thereby serves for the characterization of the constitutive behavior of ferroelectric variants. Nucleation of domains and kinetics of switching are determined by the value
of electromechanical energy and driving forces between variants, respectively. Propagation
of polarization switching after its onset is modeled in terms of continuous changes of mass
fractions and a kinetic relation. Numerical simulations underline the expansion of the hysteresis curve for increasing loading frequencies. The model shows the enlarging of hysteresis
curves when the loading frequency is increased. Wang et al. [114] have simulated the polarization switching using a phase field model, which is based on an extensional version of the
Ginzburg-Landau model by taking the effects of bulk free energy, electric and elastic energies, domain wall energy, dipole-dipole electric and elastic intersection energy components
into consideration. Although the model results in a nonsymmetric behavior of the mechanical strain versus electric field curves, the simulations have shown the proof of the kinetics
process of nucleation and growth of new domains in domain switching.

1.3.3 Experimental measurements
The dependence of the electric field and the temperature on the switching time and the
switching current has been investigated in Merz [94] by means of experiments for BaTiO 3
single-crystals. A reduction of the switching time, and consequently an increase of the
switching current, has been observed in this work for increasing temperatures at constant
electric field. The observed switching mechanism thereby stems from the nucleation of new
domains. Subsequently, growth processes due to domain wall motions take place. The nu-
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cleation of domains and the growth processes are faster at higher temperatures than at lower
temperatures. According to these experiments Drougard [37] proposed that rate dependent
properties of BaTiO3 are dominated by domain wall motion governed by nucleation processes of polarization switching. It is argued that nucleation would not disappear completely
during the starting and ending of polarization switching.
In the literature, the nonlinear behavior of ferroelectric materials is observed by performing
experiments. In general, the experimental setups are similar. The piezoelectric materials
are subjected to electrical as well as mechanical loading in the setup. Perfect alignment is
essential in order to characterize the nonlinear deformation. In general, rigid servo-hydraulic
frames are used for application of the high compressive stresses. Special loading fixtures
are also designed for correct alignment as well as to provide a means for recording the
electric displacement. The electric field is the input for the electrical loading case on the
specimen, which is applied by using high voltage amplifiers. The strain is measured by using strain gauges, lasers or contactless probes [22, 57, 89]. Measured results of Cao and
Evans [22] show that hard PZT can sustain appreciable mechanical loads without significant
permanent deformation, whereas soft PZT is susceptible to permanent deformation at small
stresses. Stress strain characteristics are linear at lower and higher stresses. Nonlinear behavior is observed at moderate stress levels. In addition, this material has the highest modulus,
which shows appreciable actuation displacement, while sustaining relatively large mechanical stress. Another experiment was done by Hwang and coworkers [57] using a similar setup
to measure the hysteresis and butterfly curves for PLZT. A simple theoretical model is also
developed and compared with experiments. The comparison shows that high rates of acoustic measurements will effectively increase Young’s modulus and decrease the piezoelectric
coefficients.
Lynch [89] measured the response of ferroelectric materials under various electromechanical
loading. The first observation was that the first polarization of the sample occurs at a slightly
higher electric field than required for subsequent switching. This produces a larger electric
displacement than subsequent electric field cycles above the coercive cycle. The same behavior is also observed for the butterfly curve. The sample is subjected to various compressive
stresses and the nonlinear behavior is studied. Schaeufele and Haerdtl [99] used inductive
displacement transducers instead of strain gauges to get high repeatability and accuracy in
strain measurements. In this work, once again soft and hard PZT are used as sample to measure the nonlinear behavior. This work places special emphasis on the domain switching,
which is partly comparable with the plasticity of metals. Optimization of the plasticity of the
ceramics is also possible by doping this material.
In some later experiments, the effect of types of PZT (soft or hard) added with the influence of the concentrations of elements and phase changes (tetragonal to rhombohedral and
rhombohedral to tetragonal) was also investigated, see Lu et al. [88]. The response of irreversible strain was investigated by Calderon and coworkers [21] under cyclic stress loading
with different amplitudes. The main observation was that the irreversible strain increased
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significantly with the number of loading cycle and eventually saturated. Huber and Fleck
[51] measured the changes of dielectric displacement for a sample exposed to an electric
field or compressive stress loading under a given angle with respect to an initial poling direction. Fett et al. [39] measured the nonlinear behavior of piezoelectric ceramics under
tensile stress loading. In addition, partial unloading tests were carried out to evaluate the
change in Young’s modulus during compressive stress loading and unloading processes [40].
Mukherjee et al. [96] measured dielectric, elastic and piezoelectric constants of soft and
hard PZT as a function of temperature, frequency, electric field and mechanical stress. Laser
interferometer systems are used to measure the longitudinal, transverse and shear strains.
According to these experiments, piezoelectric constants are not changing dramatically as the
frequency of loading is increased. The response of the piezoelectric constants for hard PZT
is nearly uneffected by varying loading frequencies. However, for soft PZT the piezoelectric
constants are decreasing for increasing frequencies.
Multi-axial response for BaTiO3 and PZT ferroelectrics are measured for stress and electric
field loading [101]. In that work, initial electric fields are applied to the poled ferroelectric specimen at non-vanishing angle with respect to the original poling direction. Subsequently, uniaxial compressive stress and a parallel electric field are applied to the unpoled
ferroelectric specimen. The measured data are compared with existing micromechanical and
phenomenological models. Extensive experimental studies are done by Zhou [116]. In that
work, LVDT (linearly variable displacement transducer) as well as strain gauges are used to
measure the strain. The deviation between the two measurement techniques are plotted for
the butterfly curve. The uni-axial nonlinear behavior was investigated under a pure electric
field, a pure compressive field and combined loadings, respectively. The reduction of the
absolute magnitude of the electric displacement and strain at different loading rates during
relaxation time duration of soft PZT is also observed. In addition to that, the influence of time
dependence on the polarization and strain was investigated. The experiments were performed
in a quasi static frequency range between 0.01 Hz to 1.0 Hz [118]. These studies show that
the coercive field increases with increasing loading frequency. Another observation was that
remnant polarization is decreasing if the frequency of the cyclic loading is increased. The
change in the characteristics of the strain versus polarization is also addressed.
Similarly another experiment was performed by Zhou and Kamlah [117] to explain the effects of dielectric response, elastic deformation, irreversible domain switching and piezoeffects. The experiments were done under constant stress pre-load conditions and the polarization as well as strain response were measured. For a low pre-stress range a significant
enhancement of the dielectric and piezoelectric performance is observed. For a high prestress range the predominant mechanical depolarization effects are observed. Furthermore,
measurements were done with cyclic electrical and mechanical loads applied with various
conditions such as in phase and out of phase and different magnitudes of the mean mechanical pre-stress. The same authors investigated the domain switching criterion for soft PZT by
experiments under a compressive stress and a parallel, proportional electric field [119].
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1.3.4 Finite Element Analysis
For the numerical simulation of piezoelectric materials, the finite element method is one
among the tools, which can be used effectively. Ample publications are available in the
literature about FEM usage for the simulation of piezoelectric materials. Both micromechanical and phenomenological models can be simulated using FEM techniques. Allik and
Huges [4] gave the basics of the finite element formulation of such materials. A variational
principle is used to incorporate the piezoelectric effect whereby the size of the underlying
set of linear piezoelectric equations varies dynamically. Subsequently, nonlinear FE settings
were formulated by Gaudenzi and Bathe [44] for the electromechanical coupled behavior
of piezoelectric continua. The output of this model is verified by experimental results for
bending of a plate and the results are closely matching. Loge and Suo [87] represent a phenomenological model for ferroelectric domain evolution (i.e. domain wall movements) using
a variational principle. This approach fits into finite element methods and serves as a robust
tool for predicting nonlinear behavior.
A three-dimensional finite element model at the meso-scale has been developed by Hwang
and McMeeking [58, 60] considering purely ferroelectric and ferroelastic poly-crystals. Each
crystallite is represented by a finite element and the dipole directions are assigned randomly.
Reduction in electrically and mechanically driven potential energy is applied for domain
switching in ferroelectric and elastic poly-crystals. Different values for the energy barrier
are used to simulate electric displacement vs electric field and stress vs strain curves. Another FEM is used by Steinkopff [108] with the commercial code A NSYS. In this work, a
three-dimensional piezoelectric element S OLID -5 has been used to simulate the nonlinear
behavior. Along with hysteresis and butterfly curves, the mechanical asymmetry of tension and compression is simulated and compared with experiments. A study of polarization
switching in polycrystalline ferroelectric materials with internal electrical and mechanical
contributions has been given by Hwang [55, 61] using a finite element method. The simulation shows that domain switching occurs for an electrical loading less than 5 percent of
the coercive electric field. The model explains the polarization switchings and probability
of possible switching of neighboring regions at low loadings using a Rayleigh law. The prediction of switching sequence propagates in a form of parabolic shape parallel to the applied
macroscopic electric field direction. A weighting factor is assumed to separate the contribution of mechanical and electrical loading to simulate hysteresis and butterfly curves. Material
size effects have also been discussed in the electric displacement versus electric field curve
and confirmed that switching is not dependent on any size effect [61].
Fotinich and Carman [41, 42] developed a finite element model in terms of a domain switching criterion based on a critical value of the electric displacement due to switching with
additional stability arguments for mono-crystalline piezoceramics. They also address the influence of the orientation distribution on the material response for random, layer and single
domain mixtures. The model is applied to characterize the fatigue behavior near a crack in
piezoelectric materials under electromechanical loading. The influence of parameter data
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to macroscopic behaviors have been investigated analytically by varying permittivity and
piezoelectric coefficients in the model [42]. Kamlah and Bohle [68] proposed a finite element model based on a two step staggered scheme: Firstly, the purely dielectric boundary
value problem is solved for the electric potential. Secondly, the electric potential is prescribed and the electromechanical analysis for the mechanical boundary conditions finally
yields the mechanical stress field. This work reflects that finite element tools are suitable
for studying the influence of geometry and material parameters on the stresses in critical
regions of piezoceramics. Cao and Gabbert [24] established a modified micromechanical
finite element method for fully coupled piezoceramic materials. The computational effort
for numerical simulations is reduced by using analytical methods instead of finite element
solutions at the material level which means the switching process. General FE formulations
use scalar electric potentials as nodal variables. Landis [80], however, implemented vector potentials from which electric displacements are derived. This method yields numerical
stability to study the non-linear behavior, However, two extra nodal degrees of freedom are
required for three-dimensional problems.
Li and Fang [84] developed a three dimensional finite element model for the nonlinear modeling of ferroelectric materials with tetragonal microstructures. In the model, the energy
barrier for 900 domain switching is assumed to be one quarter of 180 ◦ domain switching.
Therefore, there occur two successive 90◦ domain switchings instead of one 180 ◦ domain
switching for all elements. The domains near free boundaries can switch more easily due
to weaker constraints. Various levels of domain interactions among domains are considered
in that model. In addition to constant uniaxial loading, multiaxial loading cases have been
investigated with respect to changes of butterfly and hysteresis curves. It is shown that the
initial poling directions have little effect on hysteresis loops. Kessler and coworkers [74]
developed a finite element model for piezoelectric devices to analyze stress concentrations
near an electrode and crack tip under high electromechanical loading. Some implications
for crack shielding models are also discussed. Using the commercial code A NSYS software,
Gausmann [45] analysed the nonlinear behavior of piezoelectric transformers.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of piezoelectric ceramics
In this chapter, the fundamental concepts such as ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, pyroelectricity and electrostrictivity are explained. Then the ideas about piezoelectric ceramic materials are reviewed. The phase diagram and the microstructure of the ceramics will be explained
subsequently. Finally, the poling of ferroelectric ceramics and domains are addressed.

2.1 Definitions
2.1.1 Piezoelectricity
Piezoelectricity, which literally means pressure electricity from the greek word piezo for
pressure, was discovered by Pierre and Jacques Curie in 1880 [104]. Cady defined piezoelectricity as: electric polarization produced by mechanical strain in crystals belonging to
certain classes, the polarization being proportional to the strain and changing sign with it;
see [20]. There are two effects: the direct piezoelectric effect which is defined as creation of
charge by the applied stress (see fig. 2.1 left) and the inverse piezoelectric effect is referred
to an applied electric field produces a strain, expansion or contraction depending on polarity
(see fig. 2.1 right). The direct effect can be used in a sensor and the inverse effect is the basis
for actuators. This combined effect makes this material one among the important choices of
smart materials. The linear basic equations describe both effects with respect to electric and
elastic properties, namely
D = T · E + d : σ

(2.1)

e = d · E + CE : σ

(2.2)

Here D denotes the dielectric displacement, E represents the electric field, e denotes the
mechanical strain, σ the mechanical stress, d the piezoelectric tensor,  the dielectric tensor
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(superscript T means under constant stress), C the compliance tensor (superscript E means
under constant electric field). The piezoelectric tensor d is numerically identical for both
direct and inverse effects. The piezoelectricity constitutes interactions between electrical
and mechanical processes, and the related phenomenon - pyroelectricity - is due to thermalelectrical coupling also. This interactions are explained in detail in fig. 2.2

Figure 2.1: Direct piezoelectric effect - D = d : σ (left); inverse piezoelectric effect e = d · E (right)
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Figure 2.2: Interaction between the electrical, mechanical and thermal processes - (Smith
[104])
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2.1.2 Spontaneous polarization and pyroelectricity
In general, 32 crystal classes can be divided into two groups depending on the existence of
a center of symmetry. Among these, piezoelectric crystals fall into the group which does
not possess a center of symmetry. This lack of a center of symmetry is important for the
presence of piezoelectricity. The movement of positive and negative ions results in formation
of stress, which produces an electric dipole in the lack of a center of symmetry. Whereas in
the other case the center of charges of different polarity will coincide even after the stress
induces a deformation (see fig.2.3). These electrical dipole moments exist in the crystals
without any external field. If these dipoles develop independently or spontaneously and
cause a polarization within the crystal lattice, then this is called spontaneous polarization.
This spontaneous polarization can also be defined as the dipole moment per unit volume.
The value of the spontaneous polarization is strongly dependent on the temperature. This
effect is called as pyroelectric effect or pyroelectricity.

Figure 2.3: Origin of the piezoelectric effect

2.1.3 Ferroelectricity
Ferroelectricity is defined as reversibility of the direction of the electric dipole in a polar
crystal by means of an applied electric field. Since it requires polarity in a crystal, it can
occur only in pyroelectric crystal classes. Ferroelectrics are generally polar materials that
possess at least two equilibrium orientations of the spontaneous polarization in the absence
of an external electric field and in which the spontaneous polarization vector may be switched
by an electric field. The spontaneous polarization and the reorientation of the polarization are
the two conditions which are required to classify the ferroelectrics, see for instance Haertling
[48].
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2.1.4 Electrostrictivity
A crystal which possesses a center of symmetry implicitly has the property that the center
of the positive and the center of the negative charges are situated in the same location (at the
center). By applying an electric field the centers of positive and negative charges will be separated, which leads to a polarization in direction of the loading electric field. Consequently,
by reversing the loading direction of the electric field leads to centers of the charges which
are shifted in the other direction. The applied electric field in the opposite direction with
same magnitude results in the separation of the center of charges by the same distance. So
the unit cell of the crystal elongates with equal amount for opposite electric field directions.
This electrically induced deformation effect in the crystal is defined as electrostriction. Fig.
2.4 shows the electrostrictive effect. In electrostriction, the sign of deformation (e) is indeP

e

E

E

Figure 2.4: Electrostrictive Effect, left: polarization vs electric field; right: strain Vs electric
field - (Kamlah [67])
pendent of the polarity of the field and the magnitude is proportional to the even powers of
the polarization (P )
e = q [ P · P ]n

with n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

(2.3)

wherein q refers to the electrostrictive coefficient. For materials having a polar unit cell, the
quadratic electrostrictive effect is dominated by their inverse piezoelectric effect. However,
in nonpolar unit cell materials, the electrostrictive effect is too weak for technical applications, compare e.g. Jaffe et al. ([62]). In the center of symmetry unit cell, the centers
of positive and negative charges cannot be separated by mechanical stress and thus, a state
of vanishing polarization is preserved under pure mechanical loading. However, once an
electric field has induced a polarization, a superimposed mechanical stress will modify this
polarization. So, there will be a change of the electric state due to mechanical loading. The
piezoelectric and electrostrictive changes of strain are a consequence of change of polarization caused by an electric field, see e.g. Kamlah [67].
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2.2 Common ferroelectric materials
The piezoelectric effect was initially discovered from single crystalline quartz. Presently,
polycrystalline ceramics such as BaTiO3 and lead zirconate titanate (PZT) are in use. Barium
titanate was the first piezoelectric ceramics developed. These materials exhibit substantially
high piezoelectric and dielectric coefficients compared to single crystals. These materials
can be used for wider temperature ranges of operation. Moreover, ceramic materials are
easier to fabricate than single crystals. Due to the advantages of ceramics, these materials
are widely used in sensor and actuator applications.

2.2.1 Lattice structure
The most important piezoelectric ceramics crystallize in the perovskite structure. This structure can be described as a simple cubic cell with ABO3 , with large cation (A) on the corners,
smaller cation (B) in the body center and oxygen (O) in the center of the faces. This perovskite structure is explained in fig. 2.5 (left), using BaTiO 3 as an example. In the example,
large cation (A) represent the Ba2+ at the corners of the cubic unit cell, smaller cation (B)
represents Ti4+ at the body center and oxygen (O) represents O2− anions located at the face
centers. The lattice structure of the considered ferroelectric material possesses cubic symmetry for operating temperatures (Θ) above the Curie temperature (Θc ) 1 . This phase is called
paraelectric phase whereby, practically speaking, the relative atom positions in the crystal
lattice give rise to a vanishing net dipole moment. Consequently, no piezoelectric effect is
observed within this phase. The underlying phases possibly change if the temperature is reduced below the Curie temperature. Apparently, the symmetry of the material might switch
from simple cubic structures to tetragonal or rhombohedral arrangements. The new phase is
denoted as the ferroelectric phase, see fig. 2.5 (right). In this phase, Ti4+ ions are shifted
towards the O2− ions. Due to the movement of ions, the positive and negative charge centers
are separated. Therefore, the unit cell has an electric dipole. The dipole moment can be
expressed as
p = Qd
(2.4)
whereby, d represent the distance vector between the negative and positive charge centers
and Q represent the amount of charge. The spontaneous polarization (P ) is the value of sum
of dipole moment of a volume per unit volume (V ) in eq.2.5.

P =
p/V
(2.5)
V

By comparing the tetragonal structure with the cubic unit cell, the tetragonal structure elongates along the c-axis, compare fig.(2.5), and contracts along the perpendicular a-axis. The
1

The temperature at which the phase change occurs [Θ c = 130◦ C].
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Figure 2.5: Lattice structure of BaTiO3 , left: above the Curie temperature, right: Below
Curie temperature
relative deformation is called spontaneous strain. The spontaneous strain with respect to the
c-axis (e) is
e=

c − a0
a0

(2.6)

For a three-dimensional unit cell, there are six possible directions to displace the central
positive ion towards the face centered negative ions. Therefore, in the ferroelectric phase,
there are six different choices for spontaneous polarization, see fig. (2.6).

2.2.2 PZT ceramics
PZT was first reported as ferroelectric material in 1950 and Shirane and coworkers [102]
established the phase diagram. In 1954, PZT was reported as a useful piezoelectric material
by Jaffe et.al. [63]. PZT ceramics exhibit maximum values of relative dielectric permittivity
and coupling coefficients. These benefits leads to the fact that ceramics of piezoelectric
Pb(Ti,Zr)O3 solid solutions have achieved wide usage in recent years. The phase diagram of
the PZT solid solution is shown in fig. 2.7. The diagram shows that there is a boundary line,
which is represented by Θc , dividing the para and ferroelectric phases. Another boundary
line is represented by MPB(morphotropic phase boundary), which divides the ferroelectric
phase into tetragonal – (titanum dominant) and rhombohedral phase – (zirconum dominant)
regions. Near the Curie point, as well as in full zirconium dominant areas in the phase
diagram there is an antiferroelectric orthorhombic phase. However, various additives are
added to PZT to meet special requirements in different applications.
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Figure 2.6: Six possible orientations of the spontaneous polarization

Figure 2.7: PbTiO3 - PbZrO3 solid solution phase diagram - (Jaffe et al. 1971)
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2.2.3 Fabrication process
Piezoelectric ceramics are usually fabricated by sintering of fine powders. Metal oxide powders are used as raw materials to manufacture the PZT, which produces lead zirconate and
lead titanate. The fine powders are processed in the ball mill for mixing and homogenizing. The desired shape is formed using the polymer binder and the homogenized powder
mixtures. Then, the component is subjected to sintering processes and the surfaces of the
component are grinded to get the final shape. Conducting electrodes of silver or nickel are
fired on the component to apply an electric field during operation. The fabrication process is
shown in fig. 2.8. Sintering and poling are two important key fabrication processes related
to the microstructure of the PZT ceramics. The sintering process gives the grain structure for
the ceramics and the poling process gives the piezoelectric effects for the ceramics.
The final grain size and the perfect crystal formation depend on the temperature and time of
the sintering process. At the sintering temperature, the PZT has cubic perovskite structure
and there is no ferroelectricity. After the sintering process, the component is subjected to a
cooling process. During the cooling process, the phase change occurs and the cubic structures are transformed to tetragonal or rhombohedral structures. After the cooling process, a
grain may contain many domains. This will be explained in detail in section 2.2.4.
Poling is the final process in the fabrication. Initially, unpoled ceramics have no piezoelectricity because the piezoelectric tensors of the grains are randomly oriented. During the poling process, ferroelectric switching occurs and creates non zero overall piezoelectric tensors.
The poling of ceramics will be explained in detail in section 2.2.5.

2.2.4 Domain structure
Below the Curie temperature, ferroelectric ceramics develop a structure in such a way that
bulk material contains many grains. The grains are separated from each other by the grain
boundaries. Each grain is restricted by its neighboring grains, which favors the existence of
a complicated domain pattern (see fig. 2.9 left). The domain structures are formed in such a
way as to minimize these grain boundary effects or intergranular stresses. Each grain is subdivided into several domains. Fig. 2.9 right shows clearly the domain structure of unpoled
ferroelectric ceramics. Within the grains only 180◦ or ±90◦ borders exist. Therefore, in the
tetragonal lattice structure the spontaneous polarization develops the direction in three axes
and six possible types of unit cells. In general, the formation of domain walls are used to
reduce or diminish the electrostatic and elastic energy arising from spontaneous polarization
and strain, see Damjanovic [31]. In the rhombohedral structure, the spontaneous polarization develops in the direction diagonal to the unit cell. This gives eight possible directions of
spontaneous polarization with 71 ◦ , 109◦ and 180◦ domain walls. Every domain has a certain
spontaneous polarization and strain. Considering the bulk ceramic, the polarization directions are randomly distributed, which cancel out the piezoelectric and ferroelectric effect. So
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Figure 2.8: Fabrication process in PZT components - (J. Huber 1998)
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there is no piezoelectric effect in the unpoled or virgin state of the material.
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Figure 2.9: Domain and domain boundaries of polycrystalline BaTiO 3 - (Jaffe et al. 1971)),
(left) and domain structure of unpoled ferroelectric ceramics - graphical representation
(right)

2.2.5 Poling process
Poling is the final step in the fabrication process. As explained in the previous section 2.2.4,
the unpoled ceramics have no piezoelectricity due to random orientation of the grains and
domains. So, this process transforms the ceramic material into a piezoelectric ceramic with
electromechanical properties, which allow the material to be used as smart material in engineering applications. The poling process on ceramic materials is done by applying high
electric fields with a magnitude above the coercive field (Ec ) 2 . During this process, ferroelectric switching occurs in many grains. This results in a reorientation of grains according
to the electric field direction. Fig. 2.10 explains the effect of poling in a single grain. It
shows that 90◦ switching occurs in individual domains by a domain wall movement through
the grain.
Apparently, the specimen elongates along the applied electric field direction and contracts
in the direction perpendicular to the applied electric field see fig. 2.11 right. After the
poling process (removal of the electric field), the overall average of the grains polarization
vector, gives remanent polarization and a non-zero overall piezoelectric tensor. The value of
remanent polarization is less than the spontaneous polarization within a domain. This stems
from the fact that some domains switch back to their initial position or state after the poling
process by internal stresses.
2

The coercive field is defined as the electric field at which the domains start to reorient.
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Figure 2.10: Poling process in a single grain
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Figure 2.11: Unpoled (left) and poled (right) bulk ceramic material

2.2.6 Macroscopic behavior
In this section, the macroscopic behavior of the bulk ceramic material will be discussed. Fig.
2.12 shows the electric field vs polarization loop. This loop is called a hysteresis curve. In
fig. 2.12, the number sequence from ➀ to ➆ represents the corresponding domain states in
one loading cycle. In the initial state ➀, the domains are randomly distributed in the bulk
ceramics. As a result, the spontaneous polarization of the entire specimen cancels out and
the macroscopic polarization is zero. At low electrical loading, the material exhibits a linear macroscopic behavior. Further increasing of the electrical load, until the electric field
reaches the coercive field (Ec ), the domains are triggered to start switching. The domains are
reorienting towards the direction of the macroscopic electric field. The rapid development
of polarization can be observed and this makes the nonlinearity in the macroscopic behavior.
Then the state ➁ refers to the state where domain switching processes are completed which
means all the domains are reoriented towards the direction of the applied electric field. Even
after this state, if the applied electric field is increased, there is no more switching process
and the macroscopic behavior will be linear. In the unloading case, the applied electric field
will be reduced to zero. In this state ➂, the poled domain structure will be preserved. The
polarization refers to the zero electric field and is denoted as remanent polarization (Pr ).
In this state, the piezoelectric material exhibits almost linear behavior. The final step of
the fabrication process refers to this state and then these materials are used for commercial
applications. Further on, the loading is applied in the opposite direction, whereby the previously oriented domains are disturbed. This process is defined as electric depolarization.
State ➃ refers to the negative coercive field (−Ec ). Subsequently the applied electric field
is increased in the opposite direction which again initiates domain switching. At state ➄, all
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Figure 2.12: Hysteresis curve - electric field vs polarization

Figure 2.13: Butterfly curve - electric field vs strain
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the domains are reoriented to the direction of the applied negative electric field. After this
state, further increasing the applied electric field results only in linear behavior. Once again
the electric field is applied in reversed direction and state ➅ refers to the negative remanent
polarization −Pr at zero electric field. Subsequent material behavior loading reflects similar
and state ➆ refers to once again the coercive field (Ec ).
Fig. 2.13 shows the electric field vs strain loop. This loop is referred to as butterfly curve. In
fig. 2.13, the number sequence from ➀ to ➆ represents the corresponding states of domain
in one cyclic loading. In the initial state ➀, the domains are randomly distributed in the bulk
ceramics. As a result, the macroscopic spontaneous strain assembled overall domains cancels
out and the macroscopic strain is zero. Further increasing the electrical load, until the electric
field reaches the coercive field (Ec ), the domains start reorienting towards the direction of
electric field. As a result one observes a significant increment in strain. This is due to the
contribution of domain reorientation parallel to the electric field and inverse piezoelectric
effects from the increasing remanent polarization. State ➁ refers to the completion of domain
switching. In the unloading case, the applied electric field will be reduced to zero, state
➂,and remanent strains (er ) are observed which means strain at zero electric field. Further
the loading will be applied in the opposite direction which reduces the strain due to loss of the
inverse piezoelectric effect. The domains are once again randomly distributed. State ➃ refers
to the negative coercive field −Ec and then domains start reorient to the negative direction of
electric field. So, the macroscopic strain behavior captures the increase in nonlinear behavior.
State ➄ refers to all domains being aligned with the direction of the applied negative field.
Once again reversing the electric field to complete the full cycle gives the same material
response as before (➅,➆,➁).

Chapter 3
Modeling and simulation under pure
electrical loading
In this chapter, the concept of ferroelectric switching is initially explained. The nonlinear
constitutive model and the domain switching criterion are derived. Then the basic ideas
about grain boundary effects are reviewed. The main focus on probabilistic modeling is
explained in detail. Subsequently, the finite element setting is formulated. Another goal
of this chapter, namely rate dependent switching effects, is modeled. Finally the simulated
results based on rate-dependent and rate-independent models will be compared and validated
with experimental investigations.

3.1 Ferroelectric switching
Ferroelectric domain switching refers to the reorientation of domains, which occurs under
electrical loading. Considering the tetragonal unit cell, the reorientation can occur in 180 ◦
and 90◦ . The possible two types of domain orientation are graphically explained in fig. 3.1.
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) refer to the linear constitutive equations which describe both the
direct and inverse effects with respect to the electric and elastic properties. In this chapter,
however, solely electrical loading is considered, therefore the set of equations given in (2.1)
and (2.2) reduces down to
D = ·E

(3.1)

e = d·E

(3.2)

wherein D refers to the electric displacement, which can be defined as the physical quantity corresponding to the stored electric charge per unit area, E refers to the applied electric
field, see for instance ([111]).  and d are referred to the dielectric tensor and piezoelectric
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Figure 3.1: 180◦ and 90◦ domain switching
tensors. By applying a higher electric field, the domains start to reorient and possess a spontaneous polarization and spontaneous strain in the crystal structure. This domain switching
is identified as the main reason for the nonlinear behavior. Therefore, spontaneous polarization P s and strain es are introduced into the constitutive equations (3.1) and (3.2) which
consequently render
D =  · E + Ps

(3.3)

e = d · E + es

(3.4)

In general, the hysteresis and butterfly curves are obtained by quasi-statically applying a
large electric field on the bulk material. The macroscopic behavior was explained in detail
in chapter 2. In this chapter the electric displacement vs electric field behavior is studied.

3.2 Constitutive model - I
This section develops essential constitutive relations of the previously highlighted physical
phenomena. Let B denote a body of interest with configuration B ⊂ R 3 determined by
position x ∈ R3 . m denote the polarization direction. The essential degree of freedom is
provided by the electric potential φ ∈ R (see fig. 3.2).
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Equilibrium of B for the quasi-static case is represented via
0 =

∇·D

in

B

φ =

φp

on ∂B φ

(3.5)

− q = − q p = D · nD on ∂B D
with ∂B φ ∪ ∂B D = ∂B, ∂B φ ∩ ∂B D = ∅. Following standard notation, the electric displacement field has thereby been denoted as D ∈ R3 and nD ∈ R3 characterizes the unit normal
to the corresponding surface. The classical linear constitutive equation of a ferroelectric

Figure 3.2: Boundary condition for electrical loading
material in the ferroelectric phase is given by
D =·E

(3.6)

where E = − ∇φ ∈ R3 represents the electric field. Material parameters are incorporated
via  = t ∈ R3×3 which is introduced as dielectric permittivity. Nonlinear constitutive
equations of the piezoelectric material additionally incorporate a spontaneous polarization
vector. The extension of eq.(3.6) consequently renders
D =  · E + Ps

(3.7)

wherein P s ∈ R3 , characterizes the spontaneous polarization. Moreover, the dielectric constant is assumed to be isotropic
 = I
(3.8)
wherein  essentially characterizes the dielectric permittivity and I denotes the identity tensor of the second order.
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3.3 Domain switching criterion - I
The main reason for the nonlinear behavior of the material stems from domain switching
effects in the microstructure. In the literature, ample of work has been done to develop
the switching criterion. An ellipsoidal piezoelectric inclusion model in an isotropic matrix
which is derived for domain switching is implemented in the simulations, compare McMeeking and Hwang [91]. Detailed analysis of the energy release which depends on the local
electromechanical fields before and after domain switching and material properties due to
reorientation was investigated by Kessler and Balke [73]. The analyses were applied for the
modeling of switching stability and depolarization. A domain switching criterion based on
internal-energy density for electromechanical loading has been elaborated. The proposed
domain switching criterion yields well prediction of 180 ◦ and 90◦ domain switching parameters especially under coupled electromechanical loading, see [109]. Gerthsen and Krüger
[46] formulated the coercive field of fine grained PLZT ceramics using the spontaneous
polarization, spontaneous strain, elastic modulus and electrostriction constant. Their formulation suggests that the 90 ◦ or 71◦ and 109◦ switching processes occur more easily than
180◦ switching processes, provided the material possesses relatively small coercive field corresponding to 90◦ or 71◦ and 109◦ switching processes in grains. Due to the fact that the
polarization vector is aligned with m, which are in the  1 0 0 family, solely two types of
domain switchings can occur, namely 90 ◦ and 180◦ domain switching, see fig. 3.1. The particular angle denotes the rotation of the polarization vector so that, for a given polarization,
four different formats of 90◦ switching are possible while only one meaningful 180 ◦ switching occurs. A crystallite microstructure is commonly considered to switch, if the reduction
of free energy ΔU exceeds a particular energy barrier. In this work, the switching criterion
is adopted along with boundary conditions, favoured by McMeeking and Hwang [91]. To be
specific, the assumption is
ΔU(φ) + Δψc ≤ 0
(3.9)
whereby Δψc denotes a constant energy barrier per unit volume. If switching occurs, the
spontaneous polarization P s of the crystallite is assumed to change solely its direction at
constant amount P s = P s of the polarization vector, i.e.
P sn+1 = P sn + ΔP s
ΔP

s

s

with
(3.10)

= P [ mn+1 − mn ] .

The indices n + 1 and n thereby refer to the underlying time interval Δt = t n+1 − tn > 0.
For notational simplicity, however, the index n + 1 might also be omitted in what follows.
The change of energy is adopted in the system to be approximated by means of the ansatz
ΔU(φ) = E · ΔP s

(3.11)

as favoured in Hwang et al. [57]. This relation will be incorporated into the switching
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criterion in eq.(3.9), which enables us to compute representative numerical examples in the
progression of this work.
The degree of freedom, φ, are incorporated via the balance relation (3.5) and the constitutive equation (3.7). Please note that any change in spontaneous polarization consequently
contributes to the iterative calculation of the displacement field and the electric potential,
respectively.
A high magnitude electric field changes the direction of the spontaneous polarization. Here,
electrical loads are applied at the microscopic level. The criterion for electric field switching of each grain is defined on the basis of the work done in switching the polarization by
180◦ . The switching occurs when the electric work done per unit volume by the electric field
exceeds a critical value. In general, electrical work is described by

ΔU(φ) =
E · dD
(3.12)
B

For the 180◦ domain switching the polarization reversal is caused by the strong electric field
opposite to the current polarization direction such that E = −E 0 1 . Similarly the spontaneous polarization changes from +P s to −P s , where P s is the magnitude of spontaneous
polarization. The electric displacement dD changes by −2P s , which renders eq. 3.12 as
ΔU(φ) = 2 E0 P0

(3.13)

Please keep in mind that |P s | = P0 . It is assumed that the same amount of electrical work
per unit volume is required for both 180 ◦ and 90◦ domain switching. With this assumption,
Eq. (3.13) and eq. (3.11) boil down to
E · ΔP s = 2 E0 P0

(3.14)

where ΔP s is the change in the spontaneous polarization, E is the applied electric field,
E0 is the critical or coercive electric field and P0 is the amount of spontaneous polarization.
The above mentioned eq.(3.14) explains that of the work done on the system to remove the
polarization from its present state plus the work the system does in placing the polarization
in a new direction exceeds a critical energy barrier, the polarization will switch to the new
direction. In this model, the behavior of each grain is taken to be entirely independent from
its surroundings - there is no constraint by the surrounding matrix of material. For the threedimensional setting, there are five possibilities of new polarization directions. In general,
only one of the possible new orientations will meet the criterion. If two or more of the
directions meet the criterion, the particular polarization which leads to the largest possible
energy reduction is applied. If two or more of the directions have the same energy barrier,
the polarization switching will be assigned randomly anyone having this energy barrier. This
concept is applied for the subsequent simulations and explained in detail in section 3.9.
1

For single crystal E0 is identical to the coercive electric field E c
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3.4 Grain boundary effects
The microstructure of piezoelectric ceramics shows that it contains many grains. These
grains are occupied by many domains. Each grain is surrounded by many grains. These
grains are interconnected with each other by grain boundaries. At higher electromechanical coupled loading, domains are switching. This domain switching reflects the change in
shape of the particular grain. But this particular grain is connected with many grains. The
surrounding grains are restricting the particular grain to change its shape. So, boundaries of
the particular grain experience some stresses. This effect is referred to as grain boundary
or intergranular effect, see fig. 3.3. This effect shows that domain switching does not only
depend on the external load , i.e. the averaged electric field but also on the state of neighboring grains. Even though the energy of the domain is higher than the critical energy barrier,
the grain boundary effects disturb the domain switching. This effect triggers the neighboring
domains also to switch. This fact shows that one should consider the grain boundary effects
in the modeling aspect. Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 explain the intergranular stresses for the tetragonal
lattice structure. Fig. 3.4 clearly shows the effect between the 90◦ and 180◦ domain switching. Similarly the effect between the two 180◦ switching is explained in fig. 3.5. In the

Figure 3.3: Domain and grain arrangements in a bulk material (left); grain boundary effects
in a (bulk material (right)
literature, modeling of the piezoelectric grain boundary effects is rather restricted. Hwang
et al. [56] developed a micromechanical model whereby the reduction in potential energy
exceeding a critical energy barrier is used as switching criterion. This model incorporates
the interaction of electromechanical fields due to the domain switching by the Eshelby inclusion method to provide a mean field estimate of the effects. Huber and Fleck [52] studied
the nonlinear behavior of ferroelectric polycrystals using a rate-independent plasticity model
with self-consistent homogenisation theory to capture grain-grain interactions. Dimensionless micromechanical parameters such as dimensionless piezoelectric constant, polarization
and dielectric constants have been introduced to study the behavior. The self-consistent
scheme is used to explore the effect of pinned domain walls and of dielectric inclusions.
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Figure 3.4: Graphical representation of intergranular stresses between 90◦ and 180◦ domain
switching
Barium Titanate, PZT-4D, and PZT-5H materials are chosen as ceramics materials for the
assessment of the model and experiment according to the varying dimensionless material
parameters. Elhadrouz et al. [38] developed a model using the thermodynamic approach and
internal variables. The influence of interaction of domains on the macroscopic behavior of
piezoelectric materials is described via an interaction matrix and evaluated using interface
operator techniques. Interaction concepts stem from the incompatibilities of the spontaneous
strain and electric displacement fields between domains. Simulations are performed under
compressive loading. The limitation of this model stems from the implementation of the
interaction energy in the simulations. Recently, Kamlah and coworkers [71], developed a
plane strain finite element model to study the influence of the single grain properties and the
interaction between grains. The switching system is developed in analogy to crystal plasticity. Driving forces are derived from the excess of the external work rate over the dissipation
due to domain wall motion and switching is active if the driving force reaches the critical
value. This work shows that grain to grain interaction becomes most important towards saturation of the poling process. Grain interaction is responsible for a certain nonlinear response
during unloading as some reverse domain switching is initiated before the external electric
field is removed completely. Haug et al. [49] proposed a two-dimensional multigrain model
for ferroelectric polycrystals. This work demonstrated that the multigrain model predicts
stresses during poling as a consequence of a mismatch in crystal orientations. This model
also predicts that the switching of grains in ferroelectric materials leads to internal stresses,
which may give rise to degradation of the material or even fracture. In this work, research is
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focused not only on domain switching but also on grain boundary effects. Section 3.5 will
explain the inclusion concept of grain boundary effects in the micromechanical modeling.

Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of intergranular stresses between two 180 ◦ domain
switchings

3.5 Probabilistic modeling - I
Intergranular effects stemming from different polarization directions of different grains are
observed, which, for instance, result in the development of inter-domain stresses under electrical or mechanical loading. Therefore, local values of the loading, which can be the electric
field or the mechanical stress can be much different in neighboring grains, so that a domain
switching can occur even at levels of the macroscopic loading, which are well below the coercive field. As a result, a nonlinear response is observed even in a small electromechanical
loading range. In order to take this effect into account, which becomes especially relevant
in the domain switching range, the proposed formulation incorporates an additional probability function for the domain switching. In what follows, this function is assumed to be a
polynomial. Figure (3.6) shows the two subsequent loading increments (ΔE) corresponding
to a finite time step (Δt). By using the above mentioned analogy, the probability of domain
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Figure 3.6: Graphical Representation of Incremental loading
switching (P (En ) = P (E)) at the time step (tn ) is represented as
⎧ 
se k
⎪
⎨ Ē · ΔP
for E < E0
2 E0 P0
P (E) =
⎪
⎩
1
for E ≥ E0

(3.15)

Similarly, the probability of domain switching (P (E n+1 ) = P (E + ΔE)) at the time step
(tn+1 ) corresponds to
⎧ 
se k
⎪
⎨ (Ē + ΔE) · ΔP
for E < E0
2 E0 P0
(3.16)
P (E + ΔE) =
⎪
⎩
1
for E ≥ E0
Wherein, ΔE refers to the increment of electric field between two subsequent loading steps.
By comparing the eqs. (3.15) and (3.16), the probability of domain switching between two
subsequent infinite small loading steps is represented as
∂P
∂P
dE + P (E) − P (E) =
dE
∂E
∂E
Substitute eq.(3.15) in eq. (3.17), which renders
dP (E) = P (E + dE) − P (E) =


ΔP (E) =

=

ΔP s e
2 E0 P0

k

Ē · ΔP s e
2 E0 P0

· k · Ē
k

·k ·

k−1

dE
Ē

(3.17)

dE
(3.18)
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Rearranging eq. (3.18) leads to

dP
= p (E) =
dE



Ē · ΔP s e
2 E0 P0

k

·

k
Ē

(3.19)

The probability of a domain to switch between the two subsequent incremental steps can be
expressed as

k
Ē · ΔP s e
ΔE
(3.20)
· k·
p (E) · ΔE =
2 E0 P0
Ē
compare eq. (3.14) and see eq. (3.43) for the definition of Ē. ΔP s e is constant within one
finite element. The value of the probability function P is varying between 0 and 1 depending
on the applied electromechanical energy. Apparently, solely one type of 90 ◦ switching and
180◦ switching might become relevant. The one being realized refers to the higher energy
level represented by eq. (3.20). However, even the polarization vector orientation, which
leads to the lowest possible energy level might violate the switching criterion. It is obvious that in this particular case no further switching is incorporated. Also, other functions
for the probability like exponential or hyperbolic functions may be used in the simulations.
However, this work restricted to use probability functions in the form of polynomials. In
this context, intergranular effects are phenomenologically taken into account and a nonlinear
response might occur at loading levels which are below the usual critical loading. The probability function initiates the domain to switch more and more, if the applied electric field is
approaching the level of the coercive electric field. The additional material parameter k > 0
in eq.(3.20) allows matching numerical results with respect to experimental data. Fig. 3.7
explains the use of the probability function for the switching criterion.

Figure 3.7: Probabilistic approach in the switching criterion
If the applied loading is higher than the coercive field, eq (3.15) is automatically satisfied,
which means that the domain switching occurs in any case. As an example, if the applied
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electric field E e is 0.35 MV/m, the magnitude of change in spontaneous polarization ΔP s e
is equivalent to the spontaneous polarization P s for the case P s ⊥E e , the coercive field
(E0 ) is 0.676 MV/m, the critical polarization (P 0 ) is 0.3 C/m2 and k is chosen as 3, then
the value of polynomial (P ) is 0.026. This shows that probability for domain switching is
2.6%. Therefore, assuming 1000 elements in the bulk ceramic, among that 26 elements are
estimated to have a domain switching at the applied electric field of 0.35 MV/m. The value
of the polynomial (P ) will vary depending upon the power factor k. This indicates that the
factor k is the key factor to change the number of domain switchings below the coercive
electric field.

3.6 Grain orientation
The orientation of each grain is defined by a local coordinate system aligned with the edges
of the unit cell. The orientation of each tetragonal domain is specified by three Euler angles
(Θ, Φ, Ψ ), which determine the orientation of the local coordinate system with respect to a
global Cartesian basis, see for instance Goldstein [47]. Random orientation of the grains is
achieved by randomly generating values for Θ, Ψ ∈ [ 0 , 2 π ] and sin(Φ − π2 ) ∈ [ −1 , 1 ].
The global and local coordinate systems of domains and three Euler angles (Θ, Φ, Ψ ) are
illustrated in fig. 3.8. The spontaneous polarization and strain are applied for each domain

Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of global and local coordinate system
aligned with the local coordinate system, which is described by Eulers angles. To study the
macroscopic behavior, all the local coordinate values should be transformed to the global
coordinate system. Eq. (3.21) gives the relation between the local and global coordinates of
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a vector v

vi = Rji vj

(3.21)

wherein vi = v · ei and vj = v · ej are the components of the vector v in the local {ei }
and global orthonormal coordinate systems {e j } and Rji = ei · ej are the components of the
rotation tensor between the coordinates, e.g.
Rji = Rjk (Θ) Rkl(Φ) Rli (Ψ )

(3.22)

wherein Rjk (Θ) is the first rotation with respect to the e 3 axis, Rkl (Φ) is the second rotation
with respect to rotated e1 -axis and Rli (Ψ ) is the third rotation with respect to the (twice)
rotated e3 -axis. Fig. 3.9 further illustrates the relations between the local and global coordinates. The final transformation is shown in eq. (3.23)

Figure 3.9: Coordinate transformation
⎡

cos Ψ cos Φ − cos Θ sin Φ sin Ψ

cos Ψ sin Φ + cos Θ cos Φ sin Ψ

⎢
Rji = ⎣ − sin Ψ cos Φ − cos Θ sin Φ cos Ψ − sin Ψ sin Φ + cos Θ cos Φ cos Ψ
sin Θ sin Φ

− sin Θ cos Φ

sin Ψ sin Θ
cos Ψ sin Θ

⎤
⎥
⎦

cos Θ

(3.23)

3.7 Rate-dependent modeling - I
The developed domain switching is applicable for rate independent models which means
that the time required for domain switching is not considered. Practically speaking, the domains require a certain time to switch. This refers to the time required for domain switching
which also has some effect on the macroscopic behavior of piezoelectric materials. In the
literature, some models and experiments are presented concerning the rate dependent effects. The dependence of the electric field and the temperature on the switching time and
the switching current has been investigated in Merz [94] by means of experiments for BaTiO3 single-crystals. A reduction of the switching time, and consequently an increase of
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the switching current, has been observed in this work for increasing temperatures at constant
electric field. The observed switching mechanism thereby stems from the nucleation of new
domains. Subsequently, growth processes due to domain wall motions take place. At higher
temperatures both, the nucleation of domains and the growth processes, develop faster than
at lower temperatures. Abeyaratne et al. [1] developed a model based on the free energy
function, a kinetic relation and a nucleation criterion. The switching response of each individual phase was thereby described by means of a constitutive theory. Subsequently, the
nucleation criterion initiates the phase transition which is characterized by a kinetic relation
based on thermal activation theory. Arlt [6, 5, 7] proposed a model in which the propagation
of the new phase is dominated by the phase boundary between the old and the new nucleated
phases. Particular kinetic relations are proposed in order to determine the growth of the new
phase. For quasi-static loading, which is assumed in these contributions, domain switching
must be completed within each individual load increment. In other words, if the incremental
load step takes place in a rather short time interval, domain switching might not be finished.
Considering for instance cyclic loading experiments, different electric displacement versus
electric field curves can be observed for different loading frequencies. The steps of rate
dependent domain switching is graphically explained in fig. 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Rate dependent domain switching
In this work, a linear kinetics theory is applied for the propagation of the new phase, which
has been proposed by Delibas et al. [33] and Arockiarajan et al. [12]. The switching criterion, as introduced in eqs.(3.9) and (3.14), is thereby evaluated at zero stresses σ. The
coercive electric field parameter is denoted by E0 > 0 while P0 > 0 characterizes the critical
polarization value. As a key feature of this model, a critical time duration of the switching process is introduced whenever nucleation has been initiated. In general, this critical
time parameter takes different values for each individual incremental loading. If the time
interval between two subsequent incremental steps is larger than this critical time period, the
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phase boundary can completely propagate through the domain, i.e. the switching process can
be completed. The critical time parameter, which can also be interpreted as the minimum
time required for the quasi-static case, is called the limit time Δt l . Merz [94] suggested the
following relation
βd
Δtl =
with E = E
(3.24)
E − E0
for the limit time, wherein β, d > 0 characterize a temperature-dependent material parameter and the thickness of the specimen, respectively. Eq.(3.24) reflects that the initiation
of switching processes occurs only if the applied electric field exceeds the coercive electric
field, i.e. E − E0 > 0; compare eq.(3.14). In practice, initiation of switching processes are
observed even before the macroscopically measured coercive electric field is attained. Due
to this fact, this limit time parameter Δt l is assumed to be defined by the ansatz
Δtl =

C
E

with C = β d > 0 ,

(3.25)

so that, conceptually speaking, the coercive electric field E0 is assumed to be zero within
the proposed relation for Δtl . For purpose of illustration of the rate-dependent model, a
uni-axial setting under cyclic loading in terms of φ is considered. The electric potential is
thereby fixed to zero at the bottom of the specimen, φ bot , and chosen to depend on time at
the top of the specimen, φtop ; see figure 3.11 and 3.14 for a graphical representation. The

Figure 3.11: Triangular cyclic loading.
frequency of the applied electric potential is given by
1
fφ =
Tφ

(3.26)

wherein Tφ denotes the time period for a full cycle according to figure 3.11. For this particular case, the rate of change of the electric potential φ̇top reads
φ̇top = ±

2 φ
φ
=
±
4
= ± 4 φ fφ
1
T
T
φ
2 φ

(3.27)
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with φ being the loading amplitude of the electric potential. The increment of electric
potential Δφtop between two load steps is prescribed and renders essential boundary conditions. Figure 3.12 shows that such a load increment corresponds to a finite time step
Δt = tn+1 − tn > 0, for which
Δt =

Δφtop
Δφtop
=
φ̇top
4 φ fφ

(3.28)

holds.

Figure 3.12: Incremental loading.
Eq. (3.28) underlines that the time interval Δt decreases for increasing frequencies of the
electric potential. For the subsequent numerical simulations Δφ top and φ are assumed to
remain constant. In case that the switching process is active in a particular domain but Δt
turns out to be smaller than Δtl , the change in polarization direction is not completed within
the time step Δt. Based on the applied linear kinetics theory, only a fraction of the domain
of interest has undergone a phase change. This volume ratio is represented by Δt/Δt l . If
Δt is rather small, for instance due to a higher frequency fφ , the domain switching process
might take several time steps of the load increments until the whole domain has switched.
Next, the volume fraction is elaborated, which defines the switched domain part ΔV in
relation to the total volume V of the domain. In this regard, the time period Δt p ≤ Δtl is
introduced, which represents the time elapsed since the initiation of the nucleation process,
namely
Δtp
Δtp
ΔV
=
ΔV = V
so that
.
(3.29)
Δtl
V
Δtl
 s denote polarPlease note that Δtp might be a multiple of Δt. Furthermore, let P sb and P
a
ization vectors in the domain of interest before and after domain switching. Switching is
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s
assumed to be initiated within the underlying time interval Δt. Moreover, the notation P
a
refers to the situation where the phase change has been completed. Based on the applied
linear kinetics theory, the actual polarization vector P sn+1 at simulation step n + 1 allows
representation as

ΔV  s
ΔV
s
P n+1 =
(3.30)
Pa + 1 −
P sb
V
V
for Δtl ≥ Δt. Replacing the volume fractions with respect to eq. (3.29) results in

Δtp  s
Δtp
s
Pa + 1 −
P n+1 =
P sb .
Δtl
Δtl

(3.31)

Since the time interval of interest is subdivided into several subintervals of length Δt due
to the loading increments might relate, for instance, Δt p or Δtl to Δt. In this regard, let tn
denote the time step at which switching is initiated, so that the following relation holds

[ tn+i+1 − tn+i ]
(3.32)
Δtp = − tn +
i

for Δtp ≥ Δt, wherein i is some positive integer. Nucleation after one time step consequently results in

Δt  s
Δt
s
P sb .
Pa + 1 −
P n+1 (i=1) =
(3.33)
Δtl
Δtl
Apparently, the domain switching process might take several incremental steps to be completed if Δt is much smaller than Δtl . Based on the elaborations above, the following expression is obtained for the nucleation at time t n + i Δt
P sn+i =
+
+
=
+
+
=

Δt  s
P
Δtl a

[ i − 1 ] Δt  s
Pa
Δtl

[ i − 1 ] Δt
Δt
1−
−
P sb
Δtl
Δtl

Δt   s
P a − P sb
Δt
 l
[ i − 1 ] Δt  s
Pa
Δtl

[ i − 1 ] Δt
1−
P sb
Δtl

Δt   s
P a − P sb
P sn+i−1 +
Δtl

(3.34)
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whereby Δt = const has been assumed. Eq.(3.34) motivates to iterate this update until i Δt ≥
 s , i.e switching has been completed.
Δtl so that finally P sn+i = P
a
For better explanation of the model, one additional example is inserted for the case of Δt <
Δtl . If the domain switching criteria (eq. (3.14)) is fulfilled, a new element nucleates and
begins to propagate with respect to the linear kinetics model. According to the applied
electric field with a frequency of 1 Hz, Δt is 0.00125 s. Therefore, i equals Δtl /Δt =
0.07/0.00125 = 56. That means 56 steps are required for the corresponding element to finish
its domain switching. So, polarization change for each step for that particular element is
actually the polarization change for quasi-static loading divided by 56. For every step, in
order to obtain manageable calculations eq. (3.34) is used.

3.8 Finite element setting - I
In this section the algorithmic setting is reviewed, which will enable us to run representative
numerical simulations. In particular, the finite element method is used and applied within
a three-dimensional context. The underlying equations for the piezoelectric finite element
formulation are derived from the principle of virtual work as based on the piezoelectric
constitutive laws and balance equations. In this work, however, solely electrical loading
is considered – the fully coupled setting will be elaborated in a subsequent chapter. The
boundary value problem is therefore given by the equation
D =  · E + Ps.

(3.35)

As a consequence, neither the elastic stiffness C nor the piezoelectric constant d but solely
the dielectric permittivity  enter the incorporated constitutive equation (3.35). In view on
experimental settings, the (essential) boundary conditions φ p on ∂B φ might be covered by
electrodes (prescribing the electric potential) while the (natural) boundary condition q p on
∂B D represents a prescribed charge.
With these definitions at hand, the corresponding weak form results in

Gφ = −

B


δE · D dv −

∂B D

ext
δφ q da = Gint
= 0
φ − Gφ

(3.36)

Following standard finite element techniques, the linearized incremental representation – for
dead loading conditions – results on the element level in

e
ΔGφ =
− δE · [  · ΔE + ΔP s ] dv
(3.37)
Be

Adopting an iso-parametric interpolation renders the approximated electric potential φ,
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which constitutes the remaining degree of freedom, δφ and Δφ as well as x as
φ

h

=

δφh =
Δφh =

nno

i=1
nno

i=1
nno


Ni φi ,
Ni δφi ,
Ni Δφi ,

(3.38)

i=1

xh =

nno


Ni xi ,

i=1

wherein nno denotes the number of nodes in a finite element and N i characterize the shape
functions. Consequently, the approximation of the electric field E, δE and ΔE read
Eh = −

nno


φi ∇Ni ,

i=1

δE h = −
ΔE h = −

nno

i=1
n
no


δφi ∇Ni ,

(3.39)

Δφi ∇Ni .

i=1

Based on these assumptions, Gφ allows representation on the element level as
Geφ


=

nno


Be


δφi [ ∇Ni · D ] dv −

i

∂BeD

nno


δφi [ Ni q ] da = 0 .

(3.40)

i

Similarly, eq. (3.37) reads
ΔGeφ


=

−

Be

nno


δφi [ ∇Ni ·  · ∇Nj ] Δφj dv .

(3.41)

i,j

Please note that ΔP s is not incorporated into eq. (3.41) since standard implicit and monolithic iteration schemes are not applied in what follows but rather a staggered technique,
which turns out to perform very robust. A graphical representation of the implemented algorithm is summarized in the flowchart in table 3.1. The spontaneous polarization field P s
itself, however, is included within eq. (3.40) and therefore accounted for in a, say, residual manner. The nonlinearity of the proposed formulation stems from the (time dependent)
switching of the polarization vector. Practically speaking, the bracket terms in eqs. (3.40)
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loop over all time steps
global load step
loop over all elements
loop over all integration points
compute E e , De and reφ , Keφφ
assemble rφ , Kφφ
update φ
loop over elements
loop over all integration points
check switching criterion -wrt lowest energy level
update P s e
recompute φ with updated P s e
loop over all elements
loop over all integration points
compute E e , De and reφ , Keφφ
assemble rφ , Kφφ
update φ
determine the electric displacement D
determine actual (nucleated) state - (for rate dependent model)
Table 3.1: Flowchart of the applied finite element algorithm.

and (3.41) render, after assembly with respect to the global finite element level, the residual vector rφ and the (incremental) tangent stiffness Kφφ . For the rate dependent model,
the incremental switching process within one time step is stopped as soon as one particular
finite element has been identified to switch, compare table 3.1. This assumption restricts
the proposed formulation – nevertheless, consideration of small time steps yields realistic
simulations, see section 3.10.
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3.9 Numerical simulation - I
The computation of the material behavior is performed within the above highlighted threedimensional finite element scheme, whereby eight-node bricks based on standard linear
(Legendre) shape functions are adopted. Some hundreds of crystallites are modeled so that
each finite element represents one crystallite, see the graphical representation in figure 3.13.
Moreover, the polarization vector is assumed to be constant within one element, or rather

Figure 3.13: Natural assembly of grains and corresponding finite element discretization.
crystallite, and a random orientation for the initial polarization vector is chosen. In particular, a parameterization with respect to three Euler angles (Θ, Φ, Ψ ) is adopted so that the
direction of the initial polarization vectors allows representation as
P s /P s = [ s(Φ) c(Ψ ) + c(Θ) c(Φ) s(Ψ ) ] e1
− [ s(Φ) s(Ψ ) − c(Θ) c(Φ) c(Ψ ) ] e2
− [ s(Θ) s(Φ) ] e3

(3.42)

wherein the notations c(•) and s(•) abbreviate cos(•) and sin(•), respectively, and {e 1,2,3 }
denotes a Cartesian frame which is fixed in space. 1 The random generation of the Euler
angles provides Θ, Ψ ∈ [ 0 , 2 π ] and sin(Φ − π2 ) ∈ [ −1 , 1 ]. The spontaneous polarization
magnitude is assumed to be identical for all unit cells, namely P s = P0 and the polarization
vectors themselves are stored as internal variables at the integration point level. After an
incremental load step has been applied, the crystallites are checked whether the switching
Please note that the local orthonormal frame {m 1,2,3 }, which defines the orientation of each individual
grain, is defined via
m2 = P s /P s
m1 = [ c(Φ) c(Ψ ) − c(Θ) s(Φ) s(Ψ ) ] e1
− [ c(Φ) s(Ψ ) + c(Θ) s(Φ) c(Ψ ) ] e2
+ [ s(Θ) c(Φ) ] e3
m3 = m1 × m2
1
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criterion (3.14) is met, compare table 3.1. The energy criterion is represented by the volume
averaging with respect to one finite element as based on the integration point fields, e.g.
1
Ē = e
V
e


V

e

E e dV .

(3.43)

According to this criterion, domain switching occurs if the energy change is larger than a
certain critical level for one element at a time. For the present simulation the critical energy
barrier is assumed to be identical for 90◦ and 180◦ switching, compare section 3.3. For a
particular loading step, the energy barrier will be calculated for all elements and the element which is having maximum energy barrier will be allowed to switch. Added with this
assumption, for the particular element, the energy barrier will be calculated for all possible
five orientations and according to the direction which leads to the largest energy reduction.
If switching occurs according to the mentioned criterion, new polarization vectors are incorporated into eq. (3.40) which results in an updated electric potential. In order to reduce the
computation effort, is performed solely one further iteration step, within one loading step,
after the polarization vector has been updated. Even though this assumption is not realistic,
the proposed formulation turns out to be acceptable when the number of finite elements is
sufficiently large and the applied time steps are sufficiently small. Furthermore, intergranular effects stemming from different polarization directions of different grains are observed
which, for instance, result in the development of inter-domain stresses under electrical or
mechanical loading. The corresponding local electromechanical loading values might considerably vary between grains, so that domain switching can occur for some lattice structures
even before the electrical load takes the assumed critical electromechanical field. As a result,
a nonlinear response is observed even in a small electromechanical loading range using the
probability functions, see. section 3.5.

3.10 Numerical examples - I
For the subsequent finite element calculations is considered with a specimen arranged in a
9 × 9 × 9 block. The discretization is performed with 9 × 9 × 9 linear eight node bricks (Q1)
– their edges being parallel to the global Cartesian frame {e1,2,3 }, see figure 3.14. Loading is
applied in terms of a prescribed electric potential at the top –, φ ptop , and bottom surface, φpbot ,
which are assumed to lie in e1 -e2 plane. The electric potential is throughout zero at nodal
points on the bottom surface while the electric potential on the top surface, which is uniform,
is incrementally prescribed according to the particular time step. Charge free conditions are
applied to the remaining surfaces. For the purpose of illustration, volume averaged electric
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displacements are plotted over the electric field
1
D = e3 ·
V
1
E = e3 ·
V


V

D dV



V

E dV

(3.44)

both with respect to the loading direction e 3 .

Figure 3.14: Boundary conditions applied to the finite element discretization of the blocklike specimen.

3.10.1 Rate-independent model I
To set the stage, the rate-independent case is discussed in this section. The rate-independent
model is conceptually included in the rate-dependent formulation highlighted in section 3.7
by directly setting
 s = P s + ΔP s ,
P sn+1 = P
(3.45)
n+1
n
the additional index i becoming redundant since Δt/Δt l ≥ 1; compare eqs. (3.10) and
(3.34). Longitudinal cyclic loading is applied in what follows. The starting point for the first
cycle is at zero potential for the un-poled ceramic. The following material parameters are
adopted:  = 0.0666 [μ F/m] (cf. eq. (3.8)), P s = P0 = 0.1938 [C/m2 ] (cf. eqs. (3.10) and
(3.14)), E0 = 0.4 [MV/m] (cf. eq. (3.14)) and the initial polarization direction is randomly
generated (cf. eq. (3.42)).
Fig. 3.15 shows the classical hysteresis loop by monitoring the electric displacement versus
the electric field without considering a probability function. The average remanent polarization is initially zero because the elements have random spontaneous polarizations. The
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applied electric potential is increased from zero, the electric displacement increases linearly
with respect to dielectric permittivity. When the electric field is increased over 0.5 [MV/m],
the domains start switching and the center of the electric displacements become nonlinear with rapid increase. Then the remanent polarization saturates at an electric field of
1.25 [MV/m]. Further increasing the electric field causes only linear response since all
spontaneous polarization vectors are aligned with the applied electric field. Then, the electric field is lowered, the electric displacement varies linearly until the coercive field is near
to −0.5 [MV/m]. Subsequent lowering the electric field, disturbs the aligned poling, which
means reverse poling takes place. The remanent polarization saturates at an electric field
of −1.25 [MV/m]. In that stage the spontaneous polarization of the elements have been
reversed and aligned with the applied electric field direction. Further lowering of the electric
field reflects linear behavior. Then, the imposed potential is increased and linear behavior
is observed until +0.5 [MV/m]. Further increasing the electric field renders the nonlinear
behavior until +1.25 [MV/m]. This quasi-static loading gives the hysteresis curve. If the
applied electric field is cycled further, the hysteresis curve results in the same path as earlier loading cases. While performing experiments, the hysteresis curve is stable after several
loading cycles [116]. It is clearly seen in figure 3.15 that the hysteresis curve possesses sharp
corners near the coercive electric field which is not observed in experiments.
Fig. 3.16 shows the hysteresis curve based on the incorporation of a probability function with
fourth order polynomial (k = 4). The smoothness of the curves near the coercive electric
field (0.5 [MV/m]) is clearly observed from fig. 3.16. Quasi-static loading is applied in the
specimen. Intergraular effects are taken into account within this simulation by means of the
developed probability function. The simulated results show that some of the elements are
switching before the critical electric field. Fig. 3.17 shows the hysteresis curve based on the
incorporation of a probability function with fifth order polynomial (k = 5). This fig. 3.17
displays the comparison of the simulation with experimental data given in Lu et al. [88].
The simulated results nicely fit to the experimental results. By comparing figs. 3.16 and 3.17
the observation shows that increasing the factor k allows more elements to switch near the
coercive electric field. However, increasing the k value more and more allows the elements
to switch, that renders in nonlinear behavior even at the beginning of the applied electric
field. In this work, factor k is optimized as five which gives better comparison between
the simulated and measured data. Subsequent simulation will be done with the optimized k
value. Similarly, another approach is used to perform the simulation of the hysteresis curve,
see fig. 3.18. In this approach, the switching criterion is checked for all elements in all
directions. If the element obeys the switching criterion in the loop on particular direction
then the element is allowed to switch. However, the previous mentioned approach is more
robust than this approach where the program is checked for all elements and for all directions
and moreover allowed the maximum energy reduction direction to switch. It is clearly seen
in fig. 3.18 that the hysteresis curve possesses sharp corners near the coercive electric field
which is not observed in experiments. Fig. 3.19 and 3.20 show the hysteresis curve based
on the incorporation of a probability function with fourth and fifth order polynomial (k = 4
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Figure 3.15: Hysteresis curve without probability function

Figure 3.16: Hysteresis curve with probability function (k = 4)

Figure 3.17: Hysteresis curve with probability function (k = 5)
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and k = 5). The smoothness of the curves near the coercive electric field (0.5 [MV/m]) is
clearly observed from figure 3.20.

3.10.2 Rate-dependent model I
In this section, the rate-dependent case will be discussed whereby a longitudinal cyclic loading is applied. The starting point for the first cycle is at zero electric potential for the unpoled
ceramic. The simulations are performed for three different frequencies (0.01 Hz, 0.10 Hz,
 = 2.0 MV/m, E
 = 1.5 MV/m,
1.00 Hz) and for different amplitudes of the electric field (E
 = 1.0 MV/m). These particular values are chosen for comparison reasons of the numeriE
cal simulations with the experiments performed by Zhou et al. [118]. The following material
parameters are adopted:  = 0.02124 [μ F/m] (cf. eq. (3.8)), P s = P0 = 0.4 [C/m2 ] (cf.
eqs. (3.10) and (3.14)), E0 = 1.0 [MV/m] (cf. eq. (3.14)), C = 0.003 (cf. eq. (3.25)),
the particular value being identified from experiments reported by Merz [94]. The initial
polarization direction of the domains is randomly generated (cf. eq. (3.42)).
3.10.2.1 Without grain boundary effects
Figures 3.21 to 3.23 show the hysteresis curve for various loading amplitudes and frequencies without considering the intergranular effects. As explained in section 3.7, the beginning
of the nucleation of the new phase is identified by using the energy criterion eq. (3.14),
then the propagation of the new phase starts. The hysteresis curve possesses sharp corners
near the coercive electric field, which is not observed in experiments. It is, however, experimentally observed that the coercive electric field depends on the loading frequency which
is monitored by the numerical results in figures 3.21 to 3.23. The coercive electric field increases for higher loading frequency (0.01 Hz, 0.10 Hz, 1.00 Hz) irrespective of the loading
amplitudes. This increasing coercive field is even observed for an amplitude of the elec = 1.0 MV/m, which corresponds to the coercive electric field level, see fig.
tric field of E
3.23. Another important observation is that the electric displacements increase for higher
loading frequencies – even if the value of the electric field decreases. The results monitored
in figures 3.21 and 3.22 allow interpretation as the evolution of the electric displacements
not being saturated for a loading frequency of 1.00 Hz compared to an almost quasi-static
loading at 0.10 Hz or 0.01 Hz. Instead, the electric displacement increases for a decreasing
electric field (for 1.00 Hz) until the electric field is no more larger than the coercive electric
field. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show that the remanent polarization (i.e. the electrical displacement at zero electric field) is not varying that much for the frequencies 0.01 Hz and 0.10 Hz
 = 2.0 MV/m and E
 = 1.5 MV/m. This effect stems
at amplitudes of the electric field of E
from the fact that possible domain switchings are more or less completed after one simulation step. It can be observed in figure 3.23 that the remanent polarization is decreasing if
the frequency of the cyclic loading is increased. This property is due to the influence of the
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Figure 3.18: Hysteresis curve without probability function

Figure 3.19: Hysteresis curve with probability function (k = 4)

Figure 3.20: Hysteresis curve with probability function (k = 5)
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loading frequency on the remanent polarization – especially when the amplitude of the applied electric field is in the range of the coercive field and the saturation polarization cannot
be reached.
3.10.2.2 With grain boundary effects
Figures 3.24 (left) to 3.26 (left) show the simulated hysteresis curves for various amplitudes,
whereby intergranular effects are taken into account by means of a probabilistic approach,
compare Arockiarajan et al. [10]. The simulations are performed with an optimized fifth
order polynomial for the probability function (k = 5). One clearly observes that the computed curves are smooth near the coercive field which is not the case in figures 3.21 to 3.23
for the simulations without introducing a probability for switching. Figures 3.24 (right) to
3.26 (right) show the hysteresis curves for various amplitudes obtained by experiments reported in Zhou et al. [118]. It is obvious that the computations including the probabilistic
approach show a better match with the experimental results. Moreover, the curves in figures
3.24 (left) to 3.26 (left) also reveal similar observations as those in figures 3.21 to 3.23: with
increasing loading frequency the coercive field is also increasing and the remanent polarization increases at lower loading amplitudes. As a general rule, the electric displacement
increases at higher loading frequencies until the coercive field is reached.
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Figure 3.23: Hysteresis curve without probability function ; E
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Chapter 4
Modeling and simulation under pure
mechanical loading
In this chapter, the concept of ferroelastic switching is explained. The nonlinear constitutive model and the domain switching criterion are derived. Then the basic ideas about grain
boundary effects are reviewed. The main focus on probabilistic modeling is explained in
detail. Another task of this chapter, namely rate-dependent switching effects, is modeled.
Subsequently, the finite element setting is formulated. Finally, the simulated results based
on rate-dependent and rate-independent models will be validated with experimental investigations.

4.1 Ferroelastic switching
Ferroelastic switching is referred to domain switching by the contribution of mechanical
stress. In general, sufficient magnitude of mechanical stress supports 90 ◦ domain switching.
Fig. 4.1 shows the graphical representation of ferroelastic switching for a single tetragonal
element, subjected to tensile and compressive stresses. Cao and Evans attributed the mechanical non-linearity of piezoelectric materials to ferroelastic domain switching processes.
The strain and depolarization behavior for soft and hard PZT under cyclic loading with different amplitudes are studied. This work measured a Poisson ratio of 0.5 in this period of
the loading history indicating a volume preserving deformation process. This confirms the
interpretation that macroscopic irreversible deformations are caused by microscopic domain
switching. The prediction of soft PZT was more sensitive to a compressive stress and a permanent deformation at small stresses is induced. Hard PZT, however, can sustain appreciable
stresses without significant permanent deformation, see [22]. Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) refer to the
linear constitutive equations describing both coupled effects with respect to electric and elastic properties. In this chapter, however, solely mechanical loading is considered. Therefore,
65
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Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of domain switching under electric field and compressive stress
the given set of equations (2.1) and (2.2) reduces to
D = d:e

(4.1)

σ = C:e

(4.2)

wherein D refers to the electric displacement, which can be defined as the physical quantity
corresponding to the stored electric charge per unit area and σ refers to the stress. C and d
characterize the elastic tensor and the piezoelectric tensor. By applying a higher mechanical
stress, the domains start to reorient and possess a spontaneous strain and spontaneous polarization in the crystal structure. This domain switching is identified as the main reason for the
nonlinear behavior. Therefore, spontaneous strains es and polarizations P s are incorporated
into the linear constitutive equation (4.1) and (4.2) which consequently renders
D = d : e + Ps

(4.3)

σ = C : (e − es )

(4.4)

In general, the stress vs strain behavior and stress vs polarization behavior are simulated by
quasi-statically applying a large mechanical load on the bulk material. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the
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Figure 4.2: Polarization vs Mechanical stress (left); Strain vs Mechanical stress (right) - [67]

change in polarization as a function of mechanical stress (left) and the change in the strain
as a function of mechanical stress (right). State ➀ refers to the fully poled material, which
means all the domains are assumed to be aligned to the prescribed electric field direction.
From the state ➀, the stresses are increased with small increments which renders the linear
elasticity in the stress-strain behavior at lower loading stages. As soon as incremental stresses
are nearer to the coercive stress (σc ), domain switching processes are initiated. This is the
crucial point where nonlinear behavior can be observed in polarization and strain responses.
The spontaneous polarization vector in the unit cell become randomly oriented within the
plane perpendicular to the loading direction. This process generally refers to mechanical
depolarization. State ➁ refers to the state, where ferroelastic switchings are completed and
all the domains are reoriented perpendicular to the loading direction. From state ➁ once
again the unloading process starts. State ➂ refers to the state where the mechanical stress
is zero, whereby the material possesses a remanent polarization and remanent strain. In
the polarization case, the change of state from ➁ to ➂ is nearly vertical which indicates
that the change in polarization becomes independent of the change of stress. In the strain
case, the change of state from ➁ to ➂ is transversely isotropic and the material possesses no
macroscopic piezoelectric effect, compare ([67]).

4.2 Constitutive model - II
This section develops essential constitutive relations of the previously highlighted physical
phenomena. Let B denote a body of interest with configuration B ⊂ R 3 determined by
position x ∈ R3 . The essential degrees of freedom are provided by the displacement field
u ∈ R3 , see fig. 4.3.
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Equilibrium of B for the quasi-static case is represented via
0 =

∇·σ+b

in

B

u =

up

on ∂B u

t =

tp = σ · nσ on ∂B σ

(4.5)

with ∂B u ∪ ∂B σ = ∂B, ∂B u ∩ ∂B σ = ∅. Following standard notations, the stress tensor has
thereby been denoted as σ = σ t ∈ R3×3 and nσ characterizes the unit vector normal to the
corresponding surface. The classical linear constitutive equation of a ferroelectric material

Figure 4.3: Boundary condition for mechanical loading
in the ferroelectric phase is given by
σ=C:e

(4.6)

where e = et = ∇sym u ∈ R3×3 denotes the strain tensor. Material parameters are incorporated via C = Ct = CT ∈ R3×3×3×3 , which is introduced as the elastic stiffness. Nonlinear
constitutive equations of the piezoelectric material additionally incorporate a spontaneous
strain tensor. The extension of eq.(4.6) consequently renders
σ = C : (e − es )

(4.7)

wherein es = [es ]t ∈ R3×3 , with tr(es ) = 0, characterizes the spontaneous strain. Moreover,
the elastic tensor is assumed to represent the isotropic response
C = λ I ⊗ I + 2 μ Isym

(4.8)

wherein λ and μ are the Lamé parameters, and I and I denote the identity tensors of second
and fourth order.
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4.3 Domain switching criterion - II
The main reason for the nonlinear behavior of the material stems from domain switching
effects in the microstructure. In the literature, some works develop switching criteria for ferroelastic domain switching. Hwang and McMeeking [60] elaborated ferroelastic switching
by assuming that switching occurs if a reduction in potential energy of the system due to
the switching exceeds a critical value per unit volume of the material. An ellipsoidal piezoelectric inclusion model in an isotropic matrix is derived for ferroelastic domain switching
and implemented in the simulations, see [91]. In the ferroelastic switching, local stresses
have some impact on the material behavior. High-strain actuators of ferroelectric materials
have some microcracking (i.e. grain size cracks forming at the grain boundaries) and possess
debonding at the metal electrode-ceramic layer interface, compare ([2]).
Due to the fact that the polarization vector is aligned with m, which are in the  1 0 0
family, solely one type of domain switching comes into the picture, namely 90 ◦ domain
switching, see fig. 4.1. The particular angle denotes the rotation of the polarization vector
so that, for a given strain, four different formats of 90◦ switching are possible. A crystalline
microstructure is commonly considered to switch, if the reduction of free energy ΔU exceeds
a particular energy barrier. In this chapter the switching criterion is adopted, along with
boundary conditions, favoured by McMeeking and Hwang [91]. To be specific,
ΔU(u) + Δψc ≤ 0

(4.9)

whereby Δψc denotes a constant energy barrier per unit volume. If switching occurs, the
spontaneous strain of the crystallite might switch. By analogy with the polarization vector is
assumed es = es to remain constant and tr(es ) = 0 is required which results in
esn+1 = esn + Δes
Δes =

with

(4.10)

3 s
e [ mn+1 ⊗ mn+1 − mn ⊗ mn ] .
2

The change of energy in the system is approximated by means of the ansatz
ΔU(u) = σ : Δes

(4.11)

as favoured in Hwang et al. [57]. This relation will be incorporated into the switching
criterion in eq.(4.9) which enables us to compute representative numerical examples in the
progression of this work.
The degree of freedom, u, is incorporated via the balance relation (4.5) and the constitutive
equation (4.7). Please note that any change in spontaneous strain consequently contributes
to the iterative calculation of the displacement field.
High stress magnitudes change the direction of the spontaneous strain. Here, mechanical
loads are applied at the microscopic level. The criterion for ferroelastic switching of each
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grain is defined on the basis of the work done in switching the strain. The switching occurs
when the electric work done per unit volume by the strain exceeds a critical value. In general,
mechanical work is described by

ΔU(u) =
σ · de
(4.12)
B

The critical energy barrier for domain switching is assumed similar to the ferroelectric
switching, which renders
ΔU(u) = 2 σ0 e0
(4.13)
With this assumption, eq. (4.13) and eq. (4.11) reduce to
σ : Δes = 2 σ0 e0

(4.14)

where Δes is the change in the spontaneous strain, σ is the mechanical stress, σ 0 is the critical or coercive stress and e0 is the coercive spontaneous strain. The change in spontaneous
strain is zero for 180◦ domain switching and therefore only 90 ◦ domain switching is triggered
by mechanical stress. The above mentioned eq. (4.14) explains that if the work done on the
system to remove the strain from its present state plus the work the system does in placing
the strain in a new direction exceeds a critical energy barrier, the strain will switch to the
new direction. In this model, the behavior of each grain is taken to be entirely independent
from its surroundings - there is no constraint by the surrounding matrix of material. For the
three-dimensional setting, there are four possibilities for new strain directions. In general,
only one of the possible new orientations will meet the criterion. If two or more of the directions meet the criterion, the strain switching occurs according to those which have the largest
possible energy reduction. If two or more of the directions have the same energy barrier, the
strain switching will be assigned randomly anyone having this energy barrier. This concept
is applied for the subsequent simulations and explained in detail in section 4.7.

4.4 Probabilistic modeling - II
Intergranular effects stemming from different polarization directions of different grains are
observed, which, for instance, result in the development of inter-domain stresses under electrical or mechanical loading. Therefore, local values of the loading, which can be the electric
field or the mechanical stress can be much different in neighboring grains, so that a domain
switching can occur even at levels of the macroscopic loading, which are well below the coercive field. As a result, a nonlinear response is observed even in a small electromechanical
loading range. In order to take this effect into account, which becomes especially relevant in
the domain switching range, the proposed formulation incorporates an additional probability
function for the domain switching. In what follows, the probability of domain switching
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(P (σn ) = P (σ)) at the time step (tn ) determined via the polynomial
⎧ 
se k
⎪
⎨ σ̄ : Δe
for σ < σ0
2 σ0 e0
P (σ) =
⎪
⎩
1
for σ ≥ σ0
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(4.15)

Similarly, the probability for a domain to have switched (P (σ n+1 ) = P (σ + Δσ)) at the time
step (tn+1 ) is represented as
⎧ 
se k
⎪
⎨ (σ̄ + Δσ) : Δe
for σ < σ0
2 σ0 e0
(4.16)
P (σ + Δσ) =
⎪
⎩
1
for σ ≥ σ0
The probability of a domain to switch in between the two subsequent incremental steps can
be expressed as

k
σ̄ : Δes e
Δσ
(4.17)
p (σ) · Δσ =
· k·
σ̄
2 σ0 e0
with σ = m.σ.m. Compare eq. (4.14) and see eq. (4.34) for the definition of σ̄. Δes e
is constant within one finite element. The value of the probability function P is varying
between 0 and 1 depending on the applied electromechanical energy. Apparently, solely one
type of 90◦ switching and 180◦ switching might become relevant. The one being realized
refers to the higher energy level as represented by eq. (4.17). However, even the orientation
of the strain tensor which leads to the lowest possible energy level might violate the switching criterion. It is obvious that in this particular case no further switching is incorporated.
Also, other functions for the probability like exponential functions may be used in the simulations. However, this work is restricted to the use of polynomial probability functions. In
this context, intergranular effects are phenomenologically taken into account and a nonlinear
response might occur at loading levels which are below the usual critical loading. The probability function initiates the domain to switch more and more, if the applied electric field is
approaching the level of the coercive electric field. The additional material parameter k > 0
in eq.(4.15) allows matching numerical results with respect to experimental data. Fig. 4.4
explains the use of the probability function for the switching criterion. If the applied loading
is higher than the coercive stress, eq. 4.15 is automatically satisfied, which means that the
domain switching occurs in any case. As an example, if the applied stress in the polarization
direction σ̄ e is 35 MPa, the magnitude of change in spontaneous strain Δe s e is equivalent
to the one and half times of spontaneous strain e s , the coercive stress (σ0 ) is 50 MPa, the
critical strain(e0 ) is 0.0027 and k is chosen as 3, then the value of polynomial (P ) is 0.144.
This shows that probability for domain switching is 14 %. Therefore, assuming 1000 elements in the bulk ceramic with the same orientation of the axis, among them 144 elements
are estimated to have switched at the applied stress of 35 MPa. The value of the polynomial
(P ) will vary depending upon the power factor k. This indicates that the factor k is the key
factor to change the number of domain switchings below the coercive stress.
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Figure 4.4: Probabilistic approach in switching criterion

4.5 Rate-dependent modeling - II
The developed ferroelastic domain switching is applicable for rate independent models,
which means that the time required for domain switching is not considered. Practically
speaking, the domains require a certain time to switch. This refers to the time required for
domain switching, which also has some effect on the macroscopic behavior of piezoelectric
materials. For quasi-static loading, domain switching must be completed within each individual load increment. In other words, if the incremental load step takes place in a rather
short time interval, domain switching might not be finished. Considering for instance cyclic
loading experiments, different stress versus strain curves can be observed for different loading frequencies.
A linear kinetics theory for the propagation of new phases through the material of interest is
adopted in this work. To be specific, the onset of domain switching inside grains is determined by applying the energy criterion, eq. (4.14). The coercive stress parameter is denoted
by σ0 > 0 while e0 > 0 characterizes the critical strain value. As a key feature of this model,
a critical time duration of the switching process is introduced whenever nucleation has been
initiated. In general, this critical time parameter takes different values for each individual
incremental loading. If the time interval between two subsequent incremental steps is larger
than this critical time period, the phase boundary can completely propagate through the domain, i.e. the switching process can be completed. In this chapter, the time is represented as
τ instead of t in order to differentiate the notation between the time t and the traction t. The
critical time parameter, which can also be interpreted as the minimum time required for the
quasi-static case, is called the limit time Δτ l and is defined via the ansatz
Δτl =

C
σ

(4.18)

with C > 0 being a temperature dependent parameter. In what follows, we refer to a
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block-like specimen under macroscopically uni-axial loading conditions with respect to a
prescribed traction at the top –, tptop = −tptop e3 , while the displacements are zero at the bottom, ubot = 0; see figs. 4.7 and 4.5 for a graphical representation. The frequency of the

Figure 4.5: Triangular cyclic loading.
applied traction is given by
ft =

1
Tt

(4.19)

For this particular case, the rate of change of the traction ṫtop reads
ṫtop = ±


2
t
t
=
±
4
= ±4
t ft
1
T
T
t
t
2

(4.20)

with 
t being the loading amplitude of the traction. The increment of traction Δt top between
two load steps is prescribed and renders essential boundary conditions. Consequently, the
underlying time interval results in
Δttop
Δttop
=
.
(4.21)
ṫtop
4
t ft
Next, the volume fraction is elaborated which defines the switched domain part ΔV in relation to the total volume V . In this regard, the time period Δτ ≤ Δτ l is introduced, which
represents the time elapsed since the initiation of the nucleation process, namely
Δτ =

ΔV = V

Δτ
Δτl

so that

Δτ
ΔV
=
= λ.
V
Δτl

(4.22)

With these assumptions in hand, the update scheme is modified for the spontaneous strain
after one time step as follows
esa
esn+1(z=1) = [ 1 − λ ] esb + λ 

(4.23)
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sa refers
wherein z is some positive integer which represents the number of time steps and e
s
to the situation where the phase change has been completed. e sb and 
ea denote strain tensors
in the domain of interest.
Apparently, the domain switching process might take several incremental steps to be completed if Δτ is much smaller than Δτl . In this regard, let τn denote the time step at which
switching is initiated. Based on the elaborations above, the following expression is obtained
for the nucleation at time τn + z Δτ
esn+z = esn+z−1 + λ [ 
esa − esb ]

(4.24)

esa i.e
Eq. (4.24) motivates to iterate this update until z Δτ ≥ Δτ l so that finally esn+z = 
switching has been completed.
Remark The modified update scheme in eq. (4.24) does, apparently, not preserve the norm
of es . An alternative algorithmic implementation is provided by, e s = es [ m2 ⊗ m2 −
1
[ m1 ⊗ m1 + m3 ⊗ m3 ] ] (cf. section 4.7), which will numerically be investigated in
2
future.

4.6 Finite element setting - II
In this section the algorithmic setting is reviewed, which will enable to run numerical simulations. In particular, the finite element method is used and applied within a three-dimensional
context. The underlying equations for the piezoelectric finite element formulation are derived from the principle of virtual work as based on the piezoelectric constitutive laws and
balance equations. In this work, however, solely mechanical loading is considered – the fully
coupled setting will be elaborated in a subsequent chapter.
In view of experimental settings, the (essential) boundary conditions u p on ∂B u might be
the surface (prescribing the displacement) while the (natural) boundary condition t p on ∂B σ
represents the traction.
Based on eqs. (4.5) and (4.7), the corresponding weak form results in

Gu =

B


δe : σ dv −

∂Bσ

ext
δu · t da = Gint
= 0.
u − Gu

(4.25)

Here the body forces b are assumed to be zero. Following standard finite element techniques
within a Newton type iteration scheme, the linearized incremental representation – for conservative loading conditions – results on the element level in

e
ΔGu =
δe : [ C : [ Δe − Δes ] ] dv
(4.26)
Be

Adopting an iso-parametric interpolation renders the approximated displacement u, δu and
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Δu as well as x as
uh =

nno


Ni ui ,

i=1

δuh =
Δuh =
xh =

nno

i=1
nno

i=1
nno


Ni δui ,
Ni Δui ,

(4.27)

Ni xi ,

i=1

wherein nno denotes the number of nodes in a finite element and N i characterize the shape
functions. Consequently, the approximation of the strain e, δe and Δe read
h

e

=

δeh =

nno

i=1
n
no


[ui ⊗ ∇Ni ]sym ,
[δui ⊗ ∇Ni ]sym ,

(4.28)

i=1

Δeh =

nno


[Δui ⊗ ∇Ni ]sym .

i=1

Based on these reiterations, Gu allows representation on the element level as
Geu


=

Be

nno



δui · [ ∇Ni · σ ] dv −

i

nno

∂Beσ

δui · [ Ni t ] da = 0 .

(4.29)

i

Similarly, for eq.(4.26) is obtained
ΔGeu


=

nno

Be

δui · [ ∇Ni · C · ∇Nj ] Δuj dv .

(4.30)

i,j

Please note that Δes is not incorporated into eq. (4.30). However, the spontaneous strain e s
itself, is included within eq. (4.29) and therefore is accounted for in a, say, residual manner.
The nonlinearity of the proposed formulation stems from the time dependent switching of
the polarization vector. Practically speaking, the bracket terms in eqs. (4.29) and (4.30)
render the residual vector ru and the incremental tangent stiffness Kuu after assembly with
respect to the global finite element level. For convenience of the reader, the flowchart in
table 4.1 gives a graphical representation of the applied iteration scheme. The developed
finite element setting is effectively applied to numerical simulations, see section 4.8.
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loop over all time steps
global load step
loop over all elements
loop over all integration points
compute σ e , ee and reu , Keuu
assemble ru , Kuu
update u
loop over elements
loop over all integration points
check switching criterion -wrt lowest energy level
update es e
recompute u with updated es e
loop over all elements
loop over all integration points
compute σ e , ee and reu , Keuu
assemble ru , Kuu
update u
determine the total strain e
determine actual (nucleated) state - (for rate dependent model)
Table 4.1: Flowchart of the applied finite element algorithm.

4.7 Numerical simulation - II
The computation of the material behavior is performed within the above highlighted threedimensional finite element scheme. Some hundreds of crystallites are modeled so that
each finite element represents one crystallite, see the graphical representation in figure 4.6.
Moreover, the spontaneous strain tensor is assumed to be constant within one element, or
rather crystallite, and a random orientation is chosen for the initial polarization vector. In
particular, a parameterization with respect to three Euler angles (Θ, Φ, Ψ ) is adopted so that
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Figure 4.6: Natural assembly of grains and corresponding finite element discretization.
the direction of the initial polarization vectors allows representation as
m = m2 = [ s(Φ) c(Ψ ) + c(Θ) c(Φ) s(Ψ ) ] e1
− [ s(Φ) s(Ψ ) − c(Θ) c(Φ) c(Ψ ) ] e2
− [ s(Θ) s(Φ) ] e3

(4.31)

wherein the notations c(•) and s(•) abbreviate cos(•) and sin(•), respectively, and {e 1,2,3 }
denotes a Cartesian frame which is fixed in space.The local orthonormal frame {m1,2,3 },
which defines the orientation of each individual grain, is defined via
m1 = [ c(Φ) c(Ψ ) − c(Θ) s(Φ) s(Ψ ) ] e1
− [ c(Φ) s(Ψ ) + c(Θ) s(Φ) c(Ψ ) ] e2
+ [ s(Θ) c(Φ) ] e3

(4.32)

and m3 = m1 × m2 . The random generation of the Euler angles provides Θ, Ψ ∈ [ 0 , 2 π ]
and sin(Φ − π2 ) ∈ [ −1 , 1 ]. The spontaneous strain consequently reads
es = es [m2 ⊗ m2 −

1
[m1 ⊗ m1 + m3 ⊗ m3 ] ]
2

(4.33)

whereby the magnitude assumed to be identical for all unit cells, namely e s = e0 . The
spontaneous strain tensors themselves are stored as internal variables at the integration point
level. After an incremental load step has been applied, the crystallites are checked whether
the switching criterion (4.14) is met, compare table 4.1. The energy criterion is represented
by the volume averaging with respect to one finite element as based on the integration point
fields, e.g.

1
e
ē = e
ee dV .
(4.34)
V Ve
According to this criterion, domain switching occurs if the energy change is larger than
a certain critical level for one element at a time. For the present simulation the critical
energy barrier is assumed to be identical for 90◦ switching, compare section 4.3. For a
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particular loading step, the energy barrier will be calculated for all elements. Added with this
assumption, for the particular element, the energy barrier will be calculated for all possible
four orientations and will be allowed to switch in the maximum energy barrier direction. If
switching occurs according to the mentioned criterion, the new spontaneous strain tensors
are incorporated into eq. (4.29), which results in an updated displacement. In order to reduce
the computation effort solely one further iteration step is performed, within one loading step,
after the polarization vector has been updated. Even though this assumption is not realistic,
the proposed formulation turns out to be acceptable when the number of finite elements is
sufficiently large. Furthermore, intergranular effects stemming from different polarization
directions of different grains are observed which, for instance, result in the development
of inter-domain stresses under electrical or mechanical loading. The corresponding local
mechanical loading values might considerably vary between grains, so that domain switching
can occur for some lattice structures even before the assumed critical mechanical field. As a
result, a nonlinear response is observed even in a small mechanical loading range using the
probability function, see. section 4.4.

4.8 Numerical examples - II
For the subsequent finite element calculations a specimen is arranged in a 9×9×9 block. The
discretization is performed with 9 × 9 × 9 linear eight node bricks (Q1) – their edges being
parallel to the global Cartesian frame {e1,2,3 }. Loading is applied in terms of a prescribed
traction at the top, tptop , while the displacements are zero at the bottom, u bot = 0, see fig.4.7.
The traction is throughout zero at nodal points on the side surface while the traction on the
top surface, which is uniform, is incrementally increased with time. Traction free conditions
are applied to the remaining surfaces. For the purpose of illustration, volume averaged strains
are plotted over the corresponding stresses

1
e dV
e = e3 ·
V V

1
σ dV
(4.35)
σ = e3 ·
V V
both with respect to the loading direction.

4.8.1 Rate-independent model II
To set the stage, a longitudinal cyclic loading is applied. The starting point for the first cycle
is at zero stress for the unpoled ceramic. In the simulation the following material parameters
are adopted: Y = 30.3 [GPa] (cf. eq. (4.8)), ν = 0.3 (cf. eq. (4.8)), es = e0 = 0.0027 (cf.
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Figure 4.7: Boundary conditions of the cubic mesh elements

eqs. (4.7) and (4.14)), σ0 = 21.8 [MPa] (cf. eq. (4.14)) and the initial spontaneous strain
direction is randomly generated (cf. eq. (4.31)).
Fig. 4.8 shows the hysteresis loop by monitoring the stress versus the longitudinal strain
without considering a probability function. The average strain is initially zero, because the
elements have random polarization direction. The applied stress is increased from zero, the
strain increases linearly with respect to the elastic tensor. When the stress is increased over
20 [GPa], the domains start switching and the strain becomes nonlinear with rapid increase.
Then, the remanent strain saturates at a stress of 90 [GPa]. Further increasing the stress
causes only a linear elastic deformation response since all possible domain switchings have
taken place and all elements are aligned with the applied stress direction. Then the stress is
lowered, the strain varied linearly until the coercive stress is near −20 [GPa]. Subsequent
lowering the stress, disturbs the aligned poling which means reverse poling takes place. The
remanent strain saturates at an electric field of −90 [GPa]. In that stage the spontaneous
strain of the elements have been reversed and aligned with the applied stress direction. Further lowering of the stress reflects a linear behavior. Then, the imposed traction is increased
and a linear behavior is observed until +20 [GPa]. Further increasing the stress renders the
nonlinear behavior until +90 [GPa]. This quasi-static loading gives the hysteresis curve. If
the applied stress is cycled further, the hysteresis curve results are almost in the same path as
for the earlier loading cases. It is clearly seen in figure 4.8 that the hysteresis curve possesses
sharp corners near the coercive electric field which is not observed in experiments.
Fig. 4.9 shows the hysteresis curve based on the incorporation of a probability function
with fourth order polynomial (k = 4). The smoothness of the curves near the coercive
stress (20 [GPa]) is clearly observed from fig. 4.9. Quasi-static loading is applied in the
specimen. Intergraular effects are taken into account within this simulation by means of the
developed probability function. The simulated results show that some of the elements are
switching before the critical stress is reached. Fig. 4.10 shows the hysteresis curve based on
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the incorporation of a probability function with fifth order polynomial (k = 5). Fig. 4.11
displays the comparison of the simulation with experimental data given in Lu et al. [88].
The simulated results nicely fit to the experimental results. By comparing figs. 4.9, 4.10 it
is observed that increasing factor k allows more elements to switch near the coercive stress.
However, increasing the k value allows more and more elements to switch which renders
nonlinear behavior even at the beginning of the applied stress. In this work, the factor k is
optimized as five which gives a better comparison between the simulated and measured data.
Subsequent simulations will be done with this optimized k value.

Figure 4.8: Strain vs stress curve without probability function
Similarly, another approach is used to perform the simulation of the hysteresis curve, see fig.
4.12, compare Arockiarajan et al. [8]. In this approach, the switching criterion is checked
for all elements in all directions. In a loop, if the element obeys the switching criterion on a
particular direction then, the element is allowed to switch. However, the previous mentioned
approach turns out to be more robust so that the switching is checked for all elements and
for all directions and, moreover, the maximum energy reduction direction to switch is taken
into account. It is clearly seen in fig. 4.13 that the hysteresis curve possesses sharp corners
near the coercive electric field which is not observed in experiments. Fig. 4.14 displays the
comparison of the simulation with experimental data given in Lu et al. [88].

4.8.2 Rate-dependent model II
In this section, the rate-dependent case will be discussed, whereby longitudinal cyclic loading is applied. The starting point for the first cycle is at zero potential for the un-poled
ceramic. The simulations are performed for three different frequencies (0.01 Hz, 0.10 Hz,
1.00 Hz) and for different amplitudes of the mechanical stress (
σ = 100 MPa, σ
 = 75 MPa,
σ
 = 50 MPa). The following material parameters are adopted: Y = 30.3 [GPa](cf. eq.
(4.8)), ν = 0.3 (cf. eq. (4.8)), es = e0 = 0.0027 (cf. eqs. (4.7) and (4.14)), σ0 = 50 [MPa]
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Figure 4.9: Strain vs stress curve with probability function (k = 4) - many elements allowed
to switch

Figure 4.10: Strain vs stress curve with probability function (k = 5) - many elements allowed
to switch

Figure 4.11: Strain vs stress curve with probability function (k = 5) and measured data
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Figure 4.12: Strain vs stress curve without probability function - limited elements allowed
to switch

Figure 4.13: Strain vs stress curve with probability function (k = 5) - limited elements
allowed to switch

Figure 4.14: Strain vs stress curve with probability function (k = 5) and measured data
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(cf. eq. (4.14)), |Δttop | = 50 KN, C = 0.003 (cf. eq. (4.18)), the particular value being
identified from experiments reported by Merz [94] and the initial polarization direction is
randomly generated (cf. eq. (4.31)).
Figures 4.15 to 4.17 show the stress vs strain curves for various loading amplitudes and
frequencies without considering the intergranular effects. As explained in section 4.5, the
beginning of the nucleation of the new phase is identified by using the energy criterion eq.
(4.14), then the propagation of the new phase starts. The hysteresis curve possesses sharp
corners near the coercive stress which is not observed in experiments. It is, however, experimentally observed that the coercive stress depends on the loading frequency which is
monitored by the numerical results in figures 4.15 to 4.17. The first observation is that at
higher loading frequencies (ft = 0.01 Hz, 0.10 Hz, 1.00 Hz), the coercive stress increases
irrespective of the loading amplitudes. This increase of the coercive stress is even observed
for an amplitude of the stress of σ
 = 50 MPa, which corresponds to the coercive stress
level, see fig. 4.17. Another important observation is that at higher loading frequencies the
longitudinal strains increase – even if the amplitude of the tensile stress decreases. The results monitored in figures 4.15 and 4.16 allow interpretation as the evolution of the strain
not being saturated for a loading frequency of 1.00 Hz compared to an almost quasi-static
loading at 0.10 Hz or 0.01 Hz. Instead, the strain increases for a decreasing tensile stress (for
1.00 Hz) until the stress is larger than the coercive stress. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show that
the remanent strain (i.e. the strain at zero stress) is not varying that much for the frequencies
 = 100 MPa and E
 = 75 MPa. It can be
0.01 Hz and 0.10 Hz at amplitudes of the stress of E
observed in figure 4.17 that the remanent strains are decreasing if the frequency of the cyclic
loading is increased. This property is due to the influence of the loading frequency on the
remanent strain – especially when the amplitude of the applied stress is in the range of the
coercive stress and the saturation strain cannot be reached.
Figures 4.18 to 4.20 show the simulated hysteresis curves for various loading amplitudes,
whereby intergranular effects are taken into account by means of a probabilistic approach.
The simulations are performed with an optimized fifth order polynomial for the probability function (k = 5). One clearly observes that the computed curves are smooth near the
coercive stress, which is not the case in figures 4.15 to 4.17 for the simulations without introducing a probability for switching. Moreover, the curves in figures 4.18 to 4.20 also reveal
similar observations as those in figures 4.15 to 4.17: with increasing loading frequency the
coercive stress is also increasing. The remanent strains increase at lower loading amplitudes.
As a general rule, the total strains increase at higher loading frequencies until the coercive
stress is reached.
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Figure 4.15: Hysteresis curve without probability function ; t = 100 [MPa].

Figure 4.16: Hysteresis curve without probability function ; t = 75 [MPa].

Figure 4.17: Hysteresis curve without probability function ; t = 50 [MPa].
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Figure 4.18: Hysteresis curve with probability function (k = 5); t = 100 [MPa].

Figure 4.19: Hysteresis curve with probability function (k = 5); t = 75 [MPa].

Figure 4.20: Hysteresis curve with probability function (k = 5); t = 50 [MPa].
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Chapter 5
Modeling and simulation under
electromechanical loading
In this chapter initially, the concept of ferroelectric and ferroelastic switching is explained
and the nonlinear constitutive model for coupled loading is derived. Then, the domain
switching criterion is presented in detail. The main focus on probabilistic modeling is explained in detail for the coupled case. Subsequently, the finite element setting is formulated.
Another goal of this chapter, namely rate dependent switching effects, is addressed later on.
Finally, the simulated results based on rate-dependent and rate-independent models will be
validated with experimental investigations.

5.1 Ferroelectric and ferroelastic switching
Ferroelectric and ferroelastic switching is referred to domain switching by the contribution
of electrical loading and mechanical stress. Considering the tetragonal unit cell, the reorientation can occur in 90◦ . Under electromechanical loading case the reorientation in 180◦ can
occur by two consecutive 90◦ domain switchings. Fig. 5.1 shows the graphical representation
of ferroelastic switching for a single tetragonal element, subjected to electric field and compressive stresses. In this chapter, coupled electrical and mechanical loading is considered.
Therefore, the set of equations given in (2.1) and (2.2) renders
D = d:e+·E

(5.1)

σ = C:e−E·d

(5.2)

wherein e = et = ∇sym u ∈ R3×3 characterizes the strain tensor and E = − ∇φ ∈ R3 denotes the electric field. Moreover, several material constants have been incorporated, namely
the elastic stiffness C = Ct = CT ∈ R3×3×3×3 , the dielectric permittivity  = t ∈ R3×3
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of domain switching under electric field and compressive stress
and the piezoelectric tensor d ∈ R3×3×3 . By applying higher electromechanical loads, the
domains start to reorient and possess a spontaneous polarization and a spontaneous strain in
the crystal structure. This domain switching is identified as the main reason for the nonlinear
behavior. Therefore, spontaneous strains es and polarizations P s are incorporated into the
linear constitutive equations (5.1) and (5.2) which consequently yield
D = d : [e − es ] +  · E + P s

(5.3)

σ = C : [e − es ] − E · d

(5.4)

wherein P s ∈ R3 being obvious and es = [es ]t ∈ R3×3 being assumed to be trace-less,
tr(es ) = 0. In general, the hysteresis and butterfly curves are simulated by quasi-statically
applying a large electric field and mechanical stresses on the bulk material. The macroscopic
behavior was explained in detail in chapter 2. In this chapter, the electric displacement vs
electric field and electric displacement vs total strain behavior is studied.

5.2 Constitutive model - III
This section develops essential constitutive relations of the previously highlighted physical
phenomena. Let the continuum body of interest be denoted by B which is determined by
means of a configuration B ⊂ R3 as characterized via placements x ∈ R3 . The displacement field u ∈ R3 as well as the electric potential φ ∈ R constitute the essential degrees of
freedom for the problem at hand see fig. 5.2. Adopting standard balance equations, equilib-
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Figure 5.2: Boundary condition for electrical and mechanical loading
rium of B for the quasi-static case and the Gauß equation read
0 =

∇·σ+b

in

B

u =

up

on ∂B u

t =

tp = σ · nσ on ∂B σ

(5.5)

with ∂B u ∪ ∂B σ = ∂B, ∂B u ∩ ∂B σ = ∅ and
0 =

∇ · D − ρf

in

φ =

φp

on ∂B φ

B
(5.6)

− q = − q p = D · nD on ∂B D
with ∂B φ ∪ ∂B D = ∂B, ∂B φ ∩ ∂B D = ∅. Use of conventional notations has thereby been
made, i.e. the stress tensor and the electric displacement field are denoted as σ = σ t ∈ R3×3
and D ∈ R3 , respectively, and nσ,D ∈ R3 abbreviate unit normals with respect to the
corresponding surfaces.
Poly-crystalline piezoelectric materials at electrically unpoled virgin state can be characterized by randomly oriented polarization vectors so that sub-domains of individual grains show
strongly varying polarization directions. Due to the random or rather equally distributed nature of these virgin polarization vectors, the initial macroscopic polarization of the entire
specimen vanishes. Under sufficiently high, e.g., electrical loading, however, the polarization directions within single domains reorient with respect to the applied loading direction.
In general, the incorporated material parameters change according to the discussed reorientation of the polarization directions. In this work, however, the elasticity – and dielectric tensors are assumed to remain constant during the deformation processes. Since the anisotropic
behavior is mainly related to the piezoelectric tensor d is adopted with the common assump-
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tion that C and  model the isotropic response, i.e.
C = λ I ⊗ I + 2 μ Isym

(5.7)

 = I

(5.8)

wherein the Lamé parameters are denoted as λ and μ,  constitutes the essential parameter
for the dielectric permittivity and I as well as I represent identity tensors of second and
fourth order. The piezoelectric tensor, however, incorporates the directional dependency on
individual polarizations vectors and thereby captures the modeling of transversely isotropic
behavior of perovskite crystallites with tetragonal microstructure. The particular directions
which characterize these symmetries, namely the class 4mm, are characterized by six possible unit vectors m = P s / P s which are in the  1 0 0 family. Consequently, the
piezoelectric tensor might vary from material point to material point or rather from domain
to domain and allows representation as
d = d33 M


+ d31 m ⊗ I − M


+ d15 12 [ I ⊗ m + I ⊗ m ] − M

(5.9)

with M = m ⊗ m ⊗ m and [ I ⊗ m + I ⊗ m ] : a = [ I ⊗ m + I ⊗ m ] : at ∀ a ∈ R3×3 .

5.3 Domain switching criterion - III
Nonlinear response of the piezoelectric materials mainly stems from microstructural domain
switching effects. Since the polarization vector is generally aligned according to the orientation of the underlying crystalline unit cell, i.e. possible directions of m are in the  1 0 0
family, solely 90◦ or 180◦ domain switching occurs. In what follows, it is assumed that crystalline microstructures switch if the reduction in free energy ΔU exceeds a particular energy
barrier. To be specific, the switching criterion (along with boundary conditions) favoured by
McMeeking and Hwang [91] is adopted, namely
ΔU(u, φ) + Δψc ≤ 0

(5.10)

wherein Δψc represents an energy barrier per unit volume, which is considered to remain
constant. The vector of spontaneous polarization P s is assumed to solely change its direction m but to remain constant in magnitude P s = P s . In this context, a geometrically
compatible, say, change in polarization ΔP s related to two different time steps tn+1 and tn
for Δt = tn+1 − tn > 0 results in
P sn+1 = P sn + ΔP s
ΔP s

with

= P s [ mn+1 − mn ] ,

(5.11)
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By analogy with these elaborations, the change in spontaneous strain is also assumed to retain the norm of spontaneous strains – to be specific e s = es – as well as the principal
spontaneous strain directions. The principal spontaneous strain values, however, are affected
by the switching. With the polarization vector itself being aligned with the dominant principal spontaneous strain direction, one consequently obtains the representation
esn+1 = esn + Δes
Δes =

3
2

with

(5.12)

es [ mn+1 ⊗ mn+1 − mn ⊗ mn ] .

with tr(es ) = 0 being obvious. For notational simplicity, subscripts {•} n+1 are frequently
also left out. In what follows, the change of energy in the system is assumed to be approximated by means of the ansatz
ΔU(u, φ) = σ : Δes + E · ΔP s

(5.13)

as favoured in Hwang et al. [57]. This relation will be incorporated into the switching
criterion in eq. (5.10), which enables us to compute representative numerical examples in
the progression of this work.
The degrees of freedom, u and φ are incorporated via the balance relations (5.5) and (5.6)
and the constitutive equations (5.3) and (5.4). Please note that any change in spontaneous
strain and spontaneous polarization consequently contributes to the iterative calculation of
the displacement field and the electric potential.
This assumption together with a particular ansatz for the energy barrier Δψ c renders
Δψc = 2 E0 P0

(5.14)

E · ΔP s + σ : Δes > 2 E0 P0

(5.15)

so that, eq. (5.10) boils down to

The additionally incorporated parameters E0 > 0 and P0 > 0 characterize the coercive
electric field and critical polarization values. This switching criterion conveniently enables
the computation of illustrative numerical examples in the progression of this work. However, several polarization directions might violate the assumed critical energy barrier so that
the algorithmically realized switching process refers to that particular polarization direction,
which is related to the highest energy reduction. In practice, however, even this polarization vector might result in a violation of (5.15). It is obvious that no further switching is
incorporated in this specific situation.

5.4 Probabilistic modeling - III
According to the fact that spontaneous polarization directions vary from grain to grain or
rather from domain to domain, representative local electromechanical loading values might
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considerably deviate from a macroscopic mean value. As a result, domain switching occurs at some particular lattice structures even below the assumed critical macroscopic electromechanical fields. Due to this local behavior, a nonlinear macroscopic response is experimentally observed even within small electromechanical loading ranges. This effect is
phenomenologically taken into account in what follows, namely by means of an additional
probability function (P (En ) = P (E)) for a domain to be switched at time step (tn ), which
is assumed to take the polynomial form
⎧
se
se k
⎪
⎨ Ē · ΔP + σ̄ : Δe
for E < E0
2 E0 P0
P (E) =
(5.16)
⎪
⎩
1
for E ≥ E0
Similarly, the probability of a domain to have switched (P (E n+1 ) = P (E + ΔE)) at the
time step (tn+1 ) is represented as
⎧
se
se k
⎪
⎨ (Ē + ΔE) · ΔP + σ̄ : Δe
for E < E0
2 E0 P0
P (E) =
(5.17)
⎪
⎩
1
for E ≥ E0
The probability for a domain to switch in between the two subsequent incremental steps can
be expressed as

k
ΔE
Ē · ΔP s e + σ̄ : Δes e
(5.18)
· k·
p (E) · ΔE =
2 E0 P0
Ē
with E = E , k ≥ 0. The volume averaged quantities Ē and σ̄ are thereby referred to
individual domains as represented by one finite element within the subsequent numerical
examples, i.e.

1
Ē =
E e dV
V e Ve
(5.19)

1
e
σ̄ =
σ dV
V e Ve
so that the computation of the averaged quantities is essentially based on the integration point
values. The value of the probability function P is varying between 0 and 1 depending on the
applied electromechanical energy. Apparently, solely one type of 90 ◦ switching and 180◦
switching might become relevant. The one being realized refers to the higher energy level
as represented by eq. (5.18). However, even the orientation of the polarization vector and
the strain tensor which leads to the lowest possible energy level might violate the switching
criterion. It is obvious that in this particular case no further switching is incorporated. Also
other functions for the probability like exponential functions may be used in the simulations.
However, this work is restricted to the use of polynomial probability functions, see Delibas et
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the probability function for domain switching
al. [32]. In this context, intergranular effects are phenomenologically taken into account and
a nonlinear response might occur at loading levels which are below the usual critical loading.
The probability function initiates the domain to switch more and more, if the applied electric
field is approaching the level of the coercive electric field. The material parameter k > 0,
practically speaking the polynomial degree, in eq. (5.16) enables matching numerical results
with experimentally measured data. Fig. 5.3 explains the use of the probability function for
the switching criterion. Concerning the simulations highlighted in section 5.7, it turns out
that good agreement between computations and experiments is obtained for, e.g., k = 5.

5.5 Rate-dependent Modeling - III
The developed domain switching is applicable for rate independent models which means that
the time required for domain switching is not considered. Practically speaking, the domains
require a certain time to switch. This refers to the time required for domain switching, which
also has some effect on the macroscopic behavior of piezoelectric materials. For quasi-static
loading, domain switching must be completed within each individual load increment. In
other words, if the incremental load step takes place in a rather short time interval, domain
switching might not be finished. Considering for instance cyclic loading experiments, different electric displacement versus electric field curves and strain versus electric field curves
can be observed for different loading frequencies. The propagation of domain walls during
the domain switching is graphically explained in fig. 5.4. A linear kinetics theory for the
propagation of new phases through the material of interest is adopted in this work, compare
Menzel et al. [93]. To be specific, the onset of domain switching inside grains is determined
by applying the energy criterion, eq. (5.15). Besides the initiation of nucleation as based
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Figure 5.4: Two-dimensional illustration of domain wall motion
on the energy criterion (5.15), a critical time duration of the switching process is additionally introduced: If the time interval between two subsequent incremental load steps Δt is
larger than this critical time period, the phase boundary can completely propagate through
the domain, i.e. the switching process can be completed within Δt. The critical time parameter, which can also be interpreted as the minimum time required for the quasi-static case, is
denoted as limit time Δtl and defined via the ansatz
Δtl = C/ E

(5.20)

with C > 0 being a temperature dependent parameter. In what follows, a block-like specimen under macroscopically uni-axial loading conditions with respect to a prescribed electric
potential at the top and bottom surfaces, φ top = 0 but φbot = 0 say. In this context, let
fφ = 1/Tφ characterize the frequency of the applied electric potential – so that Tφ denotes
the time period of a full loading cycle – which is assumed to increase and decrease linearly
in time. For these particular loading conditions, the rate of the electric potential φ̇top results
in
 1 Tφ ] = ± 4 φ/T
 φ = ± 4 φ fφ
(5.21)
φ̇top = ± 2 φ/[
2
with φ > 0 being the loading amplitude of the electric potential. Practically speaking, the
incremental electric potential Δφtop with respect to two load steps is prescribed and renders
essential boundary conditions. Consequently, the underlying time interval results in
Δt = Δφtop /φ̇top = Δφtop /[ 4 φ fφ ]

(5.22)

Next, the idea is that, e.g., solely a subdomain of a particular grain where the switching
criterion is met switches for Δt < Δtl – the particular volume fraction being directly related
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to τ = Δt/Δtl . With these assumptions in hand, the update scheme for the spontaneous
polarization and spontaneous strain after one time step is modified as follows
s
P sn+1(i=1) = [ 1 − τ ] P sb + τ P
a
(5.23)
esn+1(i=1)

= [1 −τ

] esb

+τ


esa

 and 
esa
wherein i is some positive integer which represents the number of time steps, P
a
refer to the situation where the phase change has been completed.
Apparently, the domain switching process might take several incremental steps to be completed if Δt is much smaller than Δtl . In this regard, let tn denote the time step at which
switching is initiated. Based on the elaborations above, the following expression is obtained
for the nucleation at time tn + i Δt

 s
 − Ps
P sn+i = P sn+i−1 + τ P
a
b
(5.24)
s

esn+i

= esn+i−1 + τ [ 
esa − esb ]

 s,
Eq. (5.24) motivates to iterate this update until i Δt ≥ Δt l so that finally P sn+i = P
a
esn+i = 
esa i.e switching has been completed.

5.6 Finite element setting - III
The developed constitutive framework nicely fits into the class of coupled problems with φ
and u denoting the degrees of freedom and the coupling itself becoming obvious from the
balance relations (5.5) and (5.6) together with the constitutive equations (5.3) and (5.4). Following standard concepts in computational inelasticity, the polarization vector is introduced
as an internal variable into the algorithmic finite element framework and consequently stored
at the integration point (or rather element) level. Moreover, any change in spontaneous polarization or spontaneous strain directly contributes via the constitutive laws to the calculation
of the displacement field and the electric potential. For the simulation of illustrative numerical examples, a three-dimensional coupled finite element approach is applied in this chapter.
Adopting standard lines of derivation, the essential equations for the fully coupled piezoelectric finite element formulation are obtained from the virtual work principle as based on eqs.
(5.5) and (5.6) & (5.3) and (5.4). In this context, the corresponding weak form expressions
result in


ext
Gφ = − δE · D dv −
δφ q da = Gint
= 0
(5.25)
φ − Gφ
B

∂BD
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and


Gu =

B


δe : σ dv −

∂Bσ

ext
δu · t da = Gint
u − Gu = 0

(5.26)

whereby b = 0 and ρf = 0 have been assumed. Adopting standard techniques, the linearized
incremental representation under dead loading conditions results at the element level in

ΔGeφ

=−

Be

δE ·




d : [ Δe − Δes ]+ Δd : [ e − es ]+  · ΔE + ΔP s dv (5.27)

as well as

ΔGeu

=

Be

δe ·




C : [ Δe − Δes ]− ΔE · d − E · Δd dv .

(5.28)

Iso-parametric interpolation allows representation of the approximated electric potential φ
and δφ, Δφ as well as the displacement u and δu, Δu together with x as

φ

h

δφh

=
=

Δφh =
uh
δuh

=
=

Δuh =
xh

=

n
nod

i=1
n
nod

i=1
n
nod

i=1
n
nod

i=1
n
nod

i=1
n
nod

i=1
n
nod


Ni φi ,
Ni δφi ,
Ni Δφi ,
Ni ui ,

(5.29)

Ni δui ,
Ni Δui ,
Ni xi ,

i=1

wherein Ni denotes the underlying shape functions and n nod characterizes the number of
nodes of one single element. With these relations in hand, the approximated electric field E
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and δE, ΔE as well as the strain contribution e and δe, Δe consequently read
E

h

= −

δE h

= −

ΔE h = −
eh

Δeh

i=1
n
nod


=

δφi ∇Ni ,

i=1
n
nod


i=1
n
nod


=

φi ∇Ni ,

i=1
n
nod


i=1
n
nod


=

δeh

n
nod


Δφi ∇Ni ,
(5.30)
[ ui ⊗ ∇Ni ]sym ,
[ δui ⊗ ∇Ni ]sym ,
[Δui ⊗ ∇Ni ]sym .

i=1

These assumptions allow to rewrite the discrete version of G φ and Gu as

Geφ

=

n
nod


Be


δφi [ ∇Ni · D ] dv −

n
nod


∂BeD

i

δφi [ Ni q ] da = 0

(5.31)

δui · [ Ni t ] da = 0 .

(5.32)

i

and

Geu

=

Be

n
nod



δui · [ ∇Ni · σ ] dv −

i

n
nod

∂Beσ

i

In view of eqs. (5.27) and (5.28) are obtained
ΔGeφ


=−

n
nod

Be i,j

δφi [ ∇Ni ·  · ∇Nj ] Δφj

(5.33)

+ δφi [ ∇Ni · d · ∇Nj ] ·Δuj dv
and


ΔGeu

=

n
nod


Be i,j

δui · [ ∇Ni · C · ∇Nj ] · Δuj

(5.34)

− δui · [ ∇Ni · d · ∇Nj ] Δφj dv .
s

Note that neither ΔP , Δes nor Δd are incorporated into eqs. (5.33) and (5.34). Conceptually speaking, a staggered iteration technique is applied whereby P s , es and d are updated
for given degrees of freedom φ and u; see also the flowchart in table 5.1: All individual
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polarization vectors are allowed to switch according to the lowest energy level. After the
switching process has been computed, solely one further iteration step is performed in order to recompute the electric potential and the displacement field at updated polarization
directions. Even though this state is generally not in equilibrium in the sense that further
switching might occur for the particular loading level, the developed algorithm turns out to
perform efficient, very robust and to render simulation results, which are in good agreement
with experimental data; see section 5.8. Nevertheless, the updated spontaneous polarization
vectors, spontaneous strain tensors and piezoelectric tensors are apparently incorporated into
the constitutive laws and therefore are addressed in a residual manner, say. The nonlinear response of the developed framework mainly stems from these switching effects. Concerning
implementation, the terms in brackets in eqs. (5.31) and (5.32) & (5.33) and (5.34) denote,
after assembly with respect to the global finite element level, residual vector contributions
rφ and ru as well as incremental tangent stiffness contributions K φφ , Kφu , Kuu and Kuφ ,
respectively.

5.7 Numerical simulation - III
The computation of the material behavior is performed within the above highlighted threedimensional finite element scheme. Some hundreds of crystallites are modeled so that each
finite element represents one crystallite. One of the remaining tasks consists in initiating
spontaneous polarization vectors and spontaneous strain tensors with respect to individual
domains at virgin state of the material. The subsequent three-dimensional finite element
examples are based on random orientations of the initial spontaneous polarization vectors –
the spontaneous strain tensors being directly connected to these directions – by means of a
distribution function.
A unit vector in the sphere can be represented with n3 = (e1 , e2 , e3 ). In a three dimensional
setting, a particular unit vector can be represented by uniform distribution between −1 to +1
in e1 direction. Similarly the other two coordinates for the unit vector in e 2 , e3 directions can
be expressed as

e2 =
e3 =



1 − e21 · cos Θ
1 − e22 · sin Θ

(5.35)

where, Θ is equally distributed between 0◦ to 360◦ . Now a unit vector n2 is determined,
which stands perpendicularly to n3 by means of
1
n2 = (e3 , 0, −e1 )  2
e1 + e23

(5.36)

5.7. NUMERICAL SIMULATION - III

loop over all time steps
loop over all load steps
global iteration step
loop over all elements
loop over all integration points
compute E e , ee , D e , σ e and
reφ , reu , Keφφ , Keφu , Keuφ , Keuu
assemble r and K
update φ and u
loop over all elements
loop over all integration points
check switching criterion
update P s e , es e , de wrt to lowest energy level
recompute φ and u with updated P s e , es e , de
global iteration step
loop over all elements
loop over all integration points
compute E e , ee , D e , σ e and
reφ , reu , Keφφ , Keφu , Keuφ , Keuu
assemble r and K
update φ and u
determine volume-averaged quantities D, E, e
determine actual (nucleated) state - (for rate dependent model)
Table 5.1: Flowchart of the applied finite element algorithm.
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Using the above mentioned analogy, a unit vector n 1 = n2 ⊗ n3 is represented as
1
n1 = (e1 · e2 , −(e23 + e21 ), e3 · e2 ))  2
e1 + e23

(5.37)

The direction of the initial polarization vectors allow representation as
P s = P s · n3

(5.38)

The initial spontaneous strain consequently reads
1
[n1 ⊗ n1 + n2 ⊗ n2 ] ]
(5.39)
2
For the general orientation of the material axis another rotation is still missing. This rotation
is given by an angle Ψ around the n3 -axis. The angle Ψ is equally distributed between 0 ◦ to
360◦ . This renders in material coordinate system as
es = es [n3 ⊗ n3 −

cos Ψ · n1 + sin Ψ · n2
x1 =
x2 = − sin Ψ · n1 + cos Ψ · n2
x3 =
n3

(5.40)

5.8 Numerical examples - III
In order to compute illustrative numerical examples, a block-like specimen consisting of
some hundreds of crystal grains is simulated within the three-dimensional finite element
approach highlighted above. Each grain is thereby represented by one (eight-node brick)
finite element.

5.8.1 Rate-independent model III
The vector of spontaneous polarization and, accordingly, the spontaneous strain and piezoelectric tensor are assumed to be constant within each finite element (or rather crystallite).
Initial orientations of these (element) quantities P s e , es e and de are established via randomly
chosen Eulerian angles as reviewed in section 5.7. Moreover, the spontaneous polarization
magnitude is identical for all unit cells, namely P s = P0 . By analogy with experimental
investigations, electric loading can be introduced via essential boundary conditions φ p on
∂B φ , which, practically speaking, might be covered by electrodes prescribing the electric
potential, or via natural boundary condition q p on ∂B D representing a prescribed charge.
Similarly, mechanical loading is incorporated via u p on ∂B u and tp on ∂B σ , respectively. In
what follows, the behavior of the specimen under three different loading types is discussed;
compare figure 5.5:
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Figure 5.5: Boundary conditions applied to the finite element discretization of the block-like
specimen.

(i, section 5.8.1.1) Purely electrical loading is applied in terms of a prescribed electric
potential at the top surface –, φptop , and bottom surface, φpbot , which are assumed to
lie in the e1 -e2 plane. The electric potential is throughout zero at nodal points at the
bottom surface while the electric potential on the top surface, which is uniform, is
(incrementally) increased and decreased in a cyclic but quasi-static manner. Charge
free conditions are applied to the remaining surfaces. Moreover, the displacements at
the bottom are zero, upbot , and the remaining surfaces are traction-free.
(ii, section 5.8.1.2) In addition to the cyclic electrical loading (i), a constant (uniform)
compressive stress in axial direction (e3 ) is incorporated via traction at the top surface,
tptop .
(iii, section 5.8.1.3) Similar to (ii) – i.e. besides the cyclic electric loading (i) – constant
(uniform) compressive stresses in lateral directions (e 1 , e2 ) are incorporated via traction at the four pairwise opposite side surfaces, t psid.
The subsequent finite element simulations take a 9 × 9 × 9 block-like specimen into account
whereby 9×9×9 linear eight node bricks (Q1) are chosen for the finite element discretization.
As displayed in figure 5.5, the edges of the (initial) cube are parallel with respect to the global
Cartesian frame {e1,2,3 }. Moreover, in the simulation identical critical energy barriers are
assumed for 90◦ and 180◦ switching as elaborated in section 5.3. For illustration purpose and
in order to compare numerical results with experimentally measured data, volume averaged
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quantities of interest are projected onto the axial electrical loading direction e 3 , to be specific

1
D dV ,
D = e3 ·
V V

1
E dV ,
E = e3 ·
(5.41)
V V

1
e = e3 ·
e dV .
V V
The following material parameters are adopted within the subsequent numerical examples:
 = 0.0666 [μ F/m] (cf. eqs. (5.3) and (5.8)), d33 = 1.52 × 10−9 [m/V], d31 = − 0.57 × 10−9
[m/V], d15 = 1.856 × 10−9 [m/V] (cf. eqs. (5.3), (5.4) and (5.9)), P s = P0 = 0.1938 [C/m2 ]
(cf. eqs. (5.3), (5.11) and (5.15)), E0 = 0.4 [MV/m] (cf. eq. (5.15)), Young’s modulus
E = μ [ 3 λ + 2 μ ]/[ λ + μ ] = 30.3 [GPa], Poisson ration ν = λ/[ 2 λ + 2 μ ] = 0.3 (cf. eqs.
(5.4) and (5.7)), and es = 2.7 × 10−3 (cf. eqs. (5.3), (5.4) and (5.12)).
5.8.1.1 Purely electrical loading
In this section, solely electrical loading is considered without any prescribed mechanical
stress (i). The starting point for the first cycle is at zero potential for the macroscopically
unpoled ceramic, whereby randomly oriented polarization vectors, spontaneous strains and
piezoelectric tensors, respectively, are incorporated; compare section 5.3. Classical hysteresis and butterfly curves are displayed in figure 5.6, i.e. the electric displacement D and total
strains e are monitored versus the electric field E. As the electric field increases beyond
0.5 [MV/m], the electric displacement rises rapidly. The remanent polarization then reaches
its saturated level at an electric field of approximately 1.5 [MV/m]. At this stage, most
spontaneous polarizations are aligned with the direction of the applied macroscopic electric
field. Further increasing the electric field causes only linear response since all spontaneous
polarization vectors are aligned with the applied electric field. When the electric field is lowered, the electric displacement varies nearly linearly and the significant reverse poling takes
place at −0.5 [MV/m]. Furthermore, the imposed potential is increased and linear behavior
is observed until +0.5 [MV/m]. Further increasing the electric field renders the nonlinear
behavior until +1.5 [MV/m]. This quasi-static loading gives the hysteresis curve. If the
applied electric field is cycled further, the hysteresis curve results in the same path as earlier
loading cases. Similarly, figure 5.6 (right) shows that the simulated strain is nearly constant
upto an electric field of 0.5 [MV/m]. As the electric field increases beyond 0.5 [MV/m],
the strain rises until it approaches near the saturation value at 1.5 [MV/m]. As the applied
field decreases, the strain decreases mainly due to the piezoelectric effect. The strain drops
at −0.5 [MV/m] to reach its minimum level and subsequently, the strain again rises due to
the fact that the elements undergo reverse poling. Then, the imposed potential is increased,
the strain drops at +0.5 [MV/m] to reach its minimum level and subsequently, the strain
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again rises due to the elements undergoing reverse poling. This quasi-static loading gives the
butterfly curve.
Figure 5.7, however, refers to simulations of hysteresis and butterfly loops wherein the
switching probability function as based on a fourth order polynomial with k = 4 has been
incorporated. The sought smoothness of the curves near the critical macroscopic electric
field is clearly observed from figure 5.7. Finally, figure 5.8 additionally displays the comparison of simulations based on the proposed model with experimental results reported in
Lu et al. [88]. Subsequent simulation will be performed with the optimized k value. The
computations are carried out with a fifth order probability function, i.e. k = 5, which nicely
fits to the measured data.

5.8.1.2 Axially compressive stresses
Piezoelectric actuators commonly operate at a high mechanical loading within commercial
applications. In order to model the response of piezoelectric materials under these conditions, additional (constant) compressive stresses are applied in what follows. Nevertheless,
identical electrical loading as in section 5.8.1.1 accompanied by initially random orientation
of P s , es and d, respectively, is taken into account; see also the graphical illustrations in
figures 5.5 and 5.9. Compared to the examples in the previous section 5.8.1.1, fundamental
differences concerning hysteresis and butterfly curves are observed under electromechanical
loading conditions. For instance, the macroscopic coercive electric field, which constitutes
the threshold for domain switching, decreases. The main reason for this behavior stems from
the fact that the two different types of domain switching, namely 90 ◦ and 180◦ switching for
the problem at hand, are differently activated under coupled loading conditions. It is experimentally verified that 90◦ domain switching becomes dominant under additional mechanical
loading. This effect is also reflected by the adopted switching criterion, see e.g. eq. (5.15).
In order to give an illustrative example of this physically relevant property, a unit-cell, which
is oriented according to the Cartesian axis e3 is considered. Assume the (actual) polarization vector is aligned with this direction and also constant compressive stresses with respect
to e3 are applied. Moreover, let the electric field vector point opposite to the polarization
which, practically speaking, characterizes reverse electrical loading after the specimen or
rather unit-cell has been poled. Summarizing is obtained
P s = P s e3 , E = − E e3 , σ = − σ e3 ⊗ e3

(5.42)

with P s , σ, E > 0 and further boundary conditions being neglected. Next, two successive
90◦ switchings are compared with one single 180 ◦ switching process so that the polarization
vector either changes its direction according to e 1 (90a ) and − e3 (90b ) or directly with
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Figure 5.6: Hysteresis and butterfly curve without probability function

Figure 5.7: Hysteresis and butterfly curve with fourth order probability function (k = 4).

Figure 5.8: Hysteresis and butterfly curve with fifth order probability function (k = 5).
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Figure 5.9: Two-dimensional illustration of coupled loading conditions: constant axial compressive stress and axial cyclic (macroscopic) electric field (left), constant lateral compressive stress and axial cyclic (macroscopic) electric field (right).
respect to − e3 (180) so that
ΔP s90a =
Δes90a

=

P s [ e1 − e3 ]
3
2

es [ e1 ⊗ e1 − e3 ⊗ e3 ]

ΔP s90b = − P s [ e3 + e1 ]
Δes90b
as well as

=

3
2

es [ e3 ⊗ e3 − e1 ⊗ e1 ]

ΔP s180 = − 2 P s e3

and Δes180 = 0 ,

(5.43)

(5.44)

(5.45)

respectively; compare eqs. (5.11) and (5.12). With theses assumptions in hand, the switching
criterion as highlighted in eqs. (5.13) and (5.15) is elaborated for both switching scenarios:
On one hand, two successive 90◦ switching processes result in the energy changes
ΔU90a = E P s + 32 es σ
ΔU90b = E P s − 32 es σ

(5.46)

while, on the other hand, 180◦ switching renders
ΔU180 = 2 E P s

( = ΔU90a + ΔU90b ) .

(5.47)

Based on these, nevertheless oversimplifying, considerations is identified from ΔU 90a >
ΔU180 for sufficiently large σ that, as experimentally verified, 90◦ switching is preferred
compared to 180◦ switching under the applied electromechanical loading conditions. For the
second 90◦ domain switching, however, a higher electric field is required to overcome the
additional compressive stress contribution, compare ΔU 90b in eq. (5.46). Furthermore, the
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Figure 5.10: Hysteresis and butterfly curves without probability function at σ = 20 [MPa]
(axial).

compressive stress part 3/2 es σ > 0 entering ΔU90a in eq. (5.46) results in a larger change
in energy compared to the purely electrical loading situation discussed in section 5.8.1.1.
Hence, the elaborated coupled loading case results in a reduction of the macroscopically
observed (critical) coercive electric field.
In this section, macroscopic hysteresis and butterfly curves under constant axial compressive
stresses are elaborated (ii). The applied stress magnitude is thereby chosen as 20, 40 and
80 [MPa], see Arockiarajan et al. [9]. Figure 5.10 displays an electric displacement versus electric field hysteresis curve as well as a strain versus electric field butterfly curve at a
compressive stress of 20 [MPa], whereby no additional probability for domain switching has
been incorporated. It is clearly observed that stepwise changes of the macroscopic electric
displacement (in axial direction) occur. The particular transition regions are thereby located
close to the critical macroscopic coercive electric field level for electric loading and reverse
electrical loading. This behavior stems from the fact that 90 ◦ domain switching dominates at
the microlevel due to the applied macroscopic compressive stress. Within experimental settings, however, stepwise increasing macroscopic electric displacements are not that realistic
for polycrystalline materials.
In order to overcome this deficiency, the proposed probability function for domain switching
is additionally incorporated so that correlated simulations better match with experimental
data. The computations highlighted in figure 5.11 have been performed at a compressive
stress of 20 [MPa] and incorporate a fifth order polynomial for the probability function
(k = 5), which renders good agreement with measurements reported in Lu et al. [88].
In particular, an enlarged switching range and reduced macroscopic remanent – as well as
saturation polarization magnitudes are observed. The simulated butterfly curve perfectly
approximates the characteristic remanent strain value.
Computations under higher mechanical loading conditions are highlighted in figures 5.12
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and 5.13 wherein the comparison with experimental data is additionally visualized. The
simulations of the hysteresis and butterfly curves at constant compressive stresses of 40 and
80 MPa account for a fifth order polynomial for the probability of switching (k = 5). Apparently, the finite element results match with experimental observations reported in Lu et
al. [88]. It is, for instance, clearly seen that an increasing compressive stress results in enlarged domain switching ranges and that the hysteresis and butterfly curves flatten at higher
mechanical loading levels. This effect reflects that the critical level for domain switching
rises with increasing mechanical loading. According to the fact that compressive stresses
are applied, the macroscopic total strain shifts towards overall compressive values along the
axial loading direction – in particular the total axial strain with respect to the unpoled state
(E = 0) becomes negative.
5.8.1.3 Lateral compressive stresses
In this section, macroscopic hysteresis and butterfly curves under constant lateral compressive stresses are elaborated (iii). The applied stress magnitudes are thereby chosen as 20,
40 and 80 [MPa], see Arockiarajan et al. [11]. Figures 5.14-5.16 highlight simulation results based on a fifth order polynomial for the probability function (k = 5). In particular,
a reduced macroscopic remanent – as well as enlarged saturation polarization magnitudes
are observed. The simulated butterfly curves perfectly approximate the characteristic remanent strain values. Compared to the purely electrical loading case in section 5.8.1.1, the
obtained hysteresis and butterfly curves are less compressed in ‘vertical’ direction as under
the action of axial compressive stresses in section 5.8.1.2 but rather squeezed in ‘horizontal’
direction. As previously mentioned, an enlarged switching range is observed for increasing
lateral compressive stresses, see figures 5.14-5.16. Moreover, especially the butterfly curves
flatten under high mechanical loading conditions which reflects that the critical level for domain switching raises with increasing mechanical loading. Furthermore, large compressive
stresses shift the butterfly loops themselves towards increasing total axial strain magnitudes
according to lateral contraction effects of the specimen.

5.8.2 Rate-dependent model III
In this section, the rate-dependent case will be discussed if longitudinal cyclic loading with
a triangle potential is applied. The starting point for the first cycle is at zero potential for the
unpoled ceramic. The simulations are performed for three different frequencies (0.01 Hz,
 = 2.0 MV/m, E
=
0.10 Hz, 1.00 Hz) and for different amplitudes of the electric field (E
 = 1.0 MV/m). These particular values are chosen for comparison reasons
1.5 MV/m, E
of the numerical simulations with the experiments performed by Zhou et al. [118]. The
following material parameters are adopted:  = 0.0666 [μ F/m] (cf. eqs. (5.3) and (5.8)),
d33 = 1.52 × 10−9 [m/V], d31 = − 0.57 × 10−9 [m/V], d15 = 1.856 × 10−9 [m/V] (cf. eqs.
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Figure 5.11: Hysteresis and butterfly curves with fifth order probability function (k = 5) at
σ = 20 [MPa] (axial).

Figure 5.12: Hysteresis and butterfly curves with fifth order probability function (k = 5) at
σ = 40 [MPa] (axial).

Figure 5.13: Hysteresis and butterfly curves with fifth order probability function (k = 5) at
σ = 80 [MPa] (axial).
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Figure 5.14: Hysteresis and butterfly curves with fifth order probability function (k = 5) at
σ = 20 [MPa] (lateral).

Figure 5.15: Hysteresis and butterfly curves with fifth order probability function (k = 5) at
σ = 40 [MPa] (lateral).

Figure 5.16: Hysteresis and butterfly curves with fifth order probability function (k = 5) at
σ = 80 [MPa] (lateral).
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(5.3), (5.4) and (5.9)), P s = P0 = 0.4 [C/m2 ] (cf. eqs. (5.3), (5.11) and (5.15)), E0 = 1.0
[MV/m] (cf. eq. (5.15)), Young’s modulus E = μ [ 3 λ+2 μ ]/[ λ+μ ] = 30.3 [GPa], Poisson
ration ν = λ/[ 2 λ + 2 μ ] = 0.3 (cf. eqs. (5.4) and (5.7)), es = 2.7 × 10−3 (cf. eqs. (5.3),
(5.4) and (5.12)), C = 0.003 [MV/m] (cf. eq. (5.20)) as well as |Δφtop | = 1.0 [KV] are
chosen.
Figures 5.17 to 5.19 show the hysteresis and butterfly curves for various loading amplitudes
and frequencies without considering the intergranular effects. As explained in section 5.5,
the beginning of the nucleation of the new phase is identified by using the energy criterion eq.
(5.15). Then the propagation of the new phase starts. The hysteresis curve possesses sharp
corners near the coercive electric field which is not observed in experiments. It is, however,
experimentally observed that the coercive electric field depends on the loading frequency
which is monitored by the numerical results in figures 5.17 to 5.19. The first observation is
that at higher loading frequencies (fφ = 0.01 Hz, 0.10 Hz, 1.00 Hz), the coercive electric
field increases irrespective of the loading amplitudes. This increase of the coercive field is
 = 1.0 MV/m, which corresponds to
even observed for an amplitude of the electric field of E
the coercive electric field level, see fig. 5.19. Another important observation is that at higher
loading frequencies the electric displacements and longitudinal strain may increase – even if
the value of the electric field decreases. The results monitored in figures 5.17 and 5.18 allow
interpretation as the evolution of the electric displacements and strains not being saturated
for a loading frequency of 1.00 Hz compared to an almost quasi-static loading at 0.10 Hz or
0.01 Hz. Instead, the electric displacement and strain increases for a decreasing electric field
(for 1.00 Hz) until the electric field is again smaller than the coercive electric field. Figures
5.17 and 5.18 show that the remanent polarization (i.e. the electrical displacement at zero
electric field) and remanent strain (i.e. the longitudinal strain at zero electric field) are not
varying that much for the frequencies 0.01 Hz and 0.10 Hz at amplitudes of the electric field
 = 2.0 MV/m and E
 = 1.5 MV/m. This effect stems from the fact that possible domain
of E
switchings are more or less completed after one simulation step. It can be observed in figure
5.19 that the remanent polarization and remanent strain are decreasing if the frequency of
the cyclic loading is increased. This property is due to the influence of the loading frequency
on the remanent polarization – especially when the amplitude of the applied electric field
is in the range of the coercive field and the saturation polarization as well as saturation
strain cannot be reached. Figures 5.20 (left) to 5.25 (left) show the simulated hysteresis and
butterfly curves for various loading amplitudes whereby intergranular effects are taken into
account by means of a probabilistic approach, compare Menzel et al. [93]. The simulations
are performed with an optimized fifth order polynomial for the probability function (k = 5).
One clearly observes that the computed curves are smooth near the coercive field, which
is not the case in figures 5.17 to 5.19 for the simulations without introducing a probability
for switching. Figures 5.20 (right) to 5.25 (right) show the hysteresis and butterfly curves
for various amplitudes obtained by experiments reported in Zhou et al. [118]. It is obvious
that the computations including the probabilistic approach show a better match with the
experimental results. Moreover, the curves in figures 5.20 (left) to 5.25 (left) also reveal
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 = 2.0 [MV/m].
Figure 5.17: Hysteresis and butterfly curves without probability function ; E

 = 2.0 [MV/m].
Figure 5.18: Hysteresis and butterfly curves without probability function ; E

 = 2.0 [MV/m].
Figure 5.19: Hysteresis and butterfly curves without probability function ; E
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similar observations as those in figures 5.17 to 5.19: with increasing loading frequency the
coercive field is also increasing. The remanent polarization and remanent strain increase
at lower loading amplitudes. As a general rule, the electric displacement and total strain
increase at higher loading frequencies until the coercive field is reached.
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Figure 5.20: Hysteresis curve with fifth order probability function (k = 5), (left) and exper = 2.0 [MV/m].
imental data – Zhou et al. [118], (right); E

Figure 5.21: Hysteresis curve with fifth order probability function (k = 5), (left) and exper = 1.5 [MV/m].
imental data – Zhou et al. [118], (right); E

Figure 5.22: Hysteresis curve with fifth order probability function (k = 5), (left) and exper = 1.0 [MV/m].
imental data – Zhou et al. [118], (right); E
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Figure 5.23: Butterfly curve with fifth order probability function (k = 5), (left) and experi = 2.0 [MV/m].
mental data – Zhou et al. [118], (right); E

Figure 5.24: Butterfly curve with fifth order probability function (k = 5), (left) and experi = 1.5 [MV/m].
mental data – Zhou et al. [118], (right); E

Figure 5.25: Butterfly curve with fifth order probability function (k = 5), (left) and experi = 1.0 [MV/m].
mental data – Zhou et al. [118], (right); E

Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
6.1 Summary
This research work studies the nonlinear behavior of piezoelectric materials. These materials
are used for various sensing and actuation applications and act as smart materials. The
main objective of this thesis is to develop a micromechanical model using the finite element
method and the simulation of nonlinear behavior under high electromechanical loading. One
of the key aspects thereby consists in the consideration and appropriate modeling of rateindependent and rate-dependent domain switching effects.

6.1.1 Model for ferroelectric domain switching
The constitutive model for ferroelectric polycrystalline materials is developed for pure electrical loading in chapter 3 along with the following features.
• A three–dimensional micromechanical model is developed for ferroelectric domain
switching and implemented in a finite element code whereby each element represents
an individual domain or rather grain.
• This model incorporates random orientation for the initial polarization vector direction
for each element to capture the initially unpoled state.
• A domain switching criterion is developed using a concept of reduction in free energy
concept and successfully incorporated into the finite element setting.
• Grain boundary effects are taken into account in this model by means of a probabilistic
approach and the effects of grain boundary effects are successfully predicted.
• Rate dependent domain switching effects are captured for various frequencies and
loading amplitudes by means of the developed linear kinetics theory.
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• Volume averaging techniques are used in these simulations to study the macroscopic
behavior.
• Hysteresis curves (electric field vs electric displacement) are simulated by incrementing the loading step for quasi-static loading to predict the nonlinear behavior for rateindependent and rate-dependent domain switching effects.
• The investigated results from the simulation are in good qualitative agreement with
experimental data from literature.

6.1.2 Model for ferroelastic domain switching
The constitutive model for ferroelastic polycrystalline materials under pure mechanical loading is elaborated in chapter 4 along with the following features.
• The developed micromechanical model is extended for ferroelastic domain switching,
whereby each grain is referred to one finite element.
• Randomly oriented direction for initial spontaneous strain tensors is implemented for
each element by means of Euler angles.
• Reduction in free energy is used for ferroelastic domain switching in this model.
• A probability (polynomial) function is additionally incorporated in the domain switching criterion to study intergranular effects based on the developed micromechanical
model.
• Rate-dependent domain switching effects are captured for various frequencies and mechanical loading amplitudes by means of the developed volume fraction concept between the time interval and the switching portion.
• Volume averaging techniques are used in these simulations to study the macroscopic
behavior.
• Averaged electric displacement vs longitudinal strain curves are plotted and compared
with experimental data reported in the literature for uni-axial loading conditions.

6.1.3 Model for ferroelectric and ferroelastic domain switching
The constitutive model for ferroelectric and elastic polycrystalline materials under coupled
electromechanical loading is addressed in chapter 5 along with the following features.
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• A nonlinear electromechanical coupled finite element model incorporating ferroelectric and elastic domain switching effects with random oriented initial polarization vectors and strain tensors are developed.
• Individual piezoelectric constants are introduced for each element and randomly oriented so that this parameter will vary for each element depending on the domain
switching process.
• Reduction in free energy for combined electromechanical loading is implemented in
this model as domain switching criterion and allows all elements to switch provided
these elements violate the criterion.
• A phenomenologically motivated model is additionally incorporated along with this
developed model to study the grain boundary effects.
• The developed kinetics theory is used to model rate-dependent nucleation in grains
and propagation of domain wall motion for coupled loading cases.
• Hysteresis curves (electric field vs electric displacement) and butterfly curves (longitudinal strain) are simulated for rate-independent domain switching under purely
electrical loading and additional mechanical loads in axial and lateral directions.
• Hysteresis curves (electric field vs electric displacement) and butterfly curves (longitudinal strain) are also discussed for rate-dependent domain switching under different
frequencies and various loading amplitudes with and without a switching probability
function.
• The simulated results from the micro-macro mechanical model nicely match with experimental data taken from literature.

6.2 Outlook
• Piezoelectric materials exhibit a phase transformation below the Curie temperature.
Below this temperature, the lattice structure has tetragonal and rhombohedral elements. This present model is developed by considering only tetragonal elements. Experimental investigations, however, show that different nonlinear behavior is observed
depending on the composition of the underlying piezoelectric material. Depending on
the composition, the number of tetragonal and rhombohedral elements will vary in the
bulk ceramics. Consequently, both phases should be considered in numerical simulations. Hence, in the future, the model to be developed will account for tetragonal as
well as rhombohedral elements.
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• The microstructure of piezoelectric materials shows that these materials posses many
grains. These grains are subdivided into several domains. This model incorporates
grains which are typically represented by solely one finite element within numerical
simulations, i.e. each grain is assumed to contain – or rather modeled based on – solely
one domain. Appropriate modeling, however, should be performed in such way that
each domain is represented by several elements. This reflects that the discretization of
one grain consists of many finite elements. In reality, the grains are almost arbitrary in
shape. This should also be taken into account in the model. The grain shape can for
instance be approximated via Voronoi polygons which should be discretized by several
finite elements.
• The interactions between the grain boundaries plays an important role for the nonlinear behavior at lower cyclic loading levels. The micromechanical model will be used
to simulate the nonlinear behavior based on physically motivated properties of the material. In this study, intergranular effects have been considered on a macroscopic scale
by applying probabilistic approaches. This new model should be focused on micromechanically motivated approaches which intrinsically incorporate effects of neighboring
elements.
• Experimental results show that the material constants of piezoelectric materials change
with respect to domain switching. These parameters should be introduced into the
micromechanical approach and also should change depending on the micromechanical
domain switching process.
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